
Cabinet

Wednesday 22 December 2021 10.00 am

Council Chamber - Shire Hall, Gloucester

AGENDA

Item Discussion Portfolio

1 Apologies 

To note any apologies for absence.

Stephen Bace

2 Minutes (Pages 1 - 14)

To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 10 November 2021 
(minutes attached).

Stephen Bace

3 Declarations of Interest 

To  declare any pecuniary or personal interests relating to specific 
matters on the agenda.

Please see information note (1) at the end of the agenda

Stephen Bace

4 Questions at Cabinet Meetings 

Up to 30 minutes is allowed for this item.

Written questions 

To answer any written questions from a County Councillor, (or any 
person living or working in the county, or is affected by the work of the 
County Council), about any matter which relates to any item on the 
agenda for this meeting. 

The closing date for the receipt of written questions is 4.00 pm on 
Thursday 16 December 2021.

Please submit any questions to 
stephen.bace@gloucestershire.gov.uk 

A written answer will be provided for each written question received (to 

mailto:stephen.bace@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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be presented to the questioner and to Cabinet (in advance of the 
meeting). The questions and answers will be taken as read and will not 
be read out at the meeting. At the discretion of the Leader of Council, 
each questioner ( in attendance at the meeting) will be allowed to ask 
one supplementary question (in response to the answer given to the 
original question). 

A copy of all written questions and written answers circulated at the 
meeting will be attached to the signed copy of the minutes of the 
meeting.

Urgent questions

An urgent written question may be asked by a member of the public 
about any item on the Cabinet agenda for that meeting which the 
Chairperson considers could not have been reasonably submitted by the 
deadline for the receipt of written questions, provided he or she gives 
notice of the question to the Chief Executive by 12 noon the day before 
the meeting.

5 Draft Council Strategy and Medium Term Financial Strategy 
(For Publication and Consultation) 

TO FOLLOW

Leader of the 
Council

Deputy Leader 
and Cabinet 
Member - Finance 
and Change, 

Key Decisions

6 Adoption West Contract Extension (Pages 15 - 26) Cabinet Member - 
Children's 
Safeguarding and 
Early Years

7 Mini-Competition to procure a call-off contract under Lot 3 of 
the Gloucestershire Framework Agreement for Domestic 
Abuse (Pages 27 - 36)

Cabinet Member - 
Adult Social Care 
Delivery

8 Procurement of Energy Contracts (GCC Estate and Schools)) 
(Pages 37 - 48)

Cabinet Member - 
Environment and 
Planning, 

Deputy Leader 
and Cabinet 
Member - Finance 
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and Change

9 Glos. Climate Change Strategy Second Annual Report & 
Action Plan 2022/23 - 2027/28 (Pages 49 - 70)

Cabinet Member - 
Environment and 
Planning

10 Accessibility Improvements to the Council Chamber (Pages 71 
- 84)

Deputy Leader 
and Cabinet 
Member - Finance 
and Change

11 Supplier Early Payment Programme (Pages 85 - 92) Deputy Leader 
and Cabinet 
Member - Finance 
and Change

12 Financial Monitoring Report 2021/22 (Pages 93 - 108) Deputy Leader 
and Cabinet 
Member - Finance 
and Change

Cabinet
Cllr Stephen Davies, Cllr David Gray, Cllr Philip Robinson, Cllr Mark Hawthorne MBE, 
Cllr Carole Allaway-Martin, Cllr Tim Harman, Cllr David Norman MBE, Cllr Vernon Smith, 
Cllr Lynden Stowe and Cllr Kathy Williams

NOTES
1. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about whether to 

make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Director of Policy, Performance and 
Governance ( 01452 328506 e-mail: rob.ayliffe@gloucestershire.gov.uk) prior to the start of the 
meeting.

2. INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or reports 
relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the meeting, please 
contact: Stephen Bace, Lead Democratic Services Adviser :01452 324204/e-mail: 
stephen.bace@gloucestershire.gov.uk

3. DEFINITION OF A KEY DECISION - A ‘Key Decision’ is one that is, if implemented, is likely to
 Result in significant additional expenditure or savings to the value of £500,000 or more, or
 Be significant in terms of its effect on communities in two or more electoral divisions.

mailto:rob.ayliffe@gloucestershire.gov.uk
mailto:stephen.bace@gloucestershire.gov.uk
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4.

5. 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS - Members are required to sign the attendance list.

PHOTOGRAPHY, FILMING AND AUDIO RECORDING OF COUNCIL MEETINGS is permitted 
subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions. Please contact Democratic 
Services (01452 324202) to make the necessary arrangements ahead of the meeting. If you are 
a member of the public and do not wish to be photographed or filmed please inform the 
Democratic Services Officer on duty at the meeting.  

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please 
leave as directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point located outside the 
main entrance to Shire Hall in Westgate Street.  Please remain there and await further 
instructions.



CABINET

10 November 2021

Gloucestershire
County
Council

Minutes

PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:

Cllr Mark Hawthorne MBE - Leader of Council
Cllr Lynden Stowe – Deputy Leader & Cabinet Member for Finance and Change
Cllr Stephen Davies – Cabinet Member for Children’s Safeguarding and Early Years
Cllr Carole Allaway Martin – Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care Commissioning
Cllr Dave Norman – Cabinet Member for Public Protection, Parking and Libraries
Cllr Phil Robinson – Cabinet Member for Economy, Education and Skills
Cllr Tim Harman – Cabinet Member for Public Health and Communities
Cllr Vernon Smith – Cabinet Member for Highways and Flood
Cllr Kathy Williams – Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care Delivery

-

Apologies:

Cllr David Gray – Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning

1. Apologies 

See above

2. Minutes 

The minutes of the meeting on 22 September 2021 were agreed as a correct 
record.

3. Declarations of Interest 

No declarations of interest were made at the meeting.
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4. Questions at Cabinet Meetings 

A total of 1 public question was asked at the meeting. 

A total of 21 member questions were asked at the meeting.

The following supplementary questions were asked:

Question 6 – Cllr Colin Hay asked again for the additional cost, noting that there 
had been an independent consultant and an additional review.

Cllr Kathy Williams referred to the Director of Adult Social Care and Public Health 
who confirmed that there had been no additional cost as the independent review 
had been carried out by a colleague from another council whom the council had 
already engaged as an advisor.  This had already been factored into the budget. 

Question 7 -   Cllr Colin Hay asked how many care packages would be reviewed 
and altered and what the additional cost of this was. 

Cllr Kathy Williams replied that information was still being collated and that 
information would be shared once available.

Question 8 – Cllr Colin Hay stated that the independent report from the social 
worker should have been made available to councillors as a background paper to 
the decision being taken at the meeting background papers. He asked why that 
report had not been circulated.

The Monitoring Officer stated that the report of the ombudsman was already in the 
public domain.  The separate additional report was commissioned to provide 
additional assurance but had not been received at the time the papers were issued. 
The decision of Cabinet at the meeting was not contingent on that report. 
Depending on what the additional report said there may be further decisions for 
Cabinet to make and at that point it would be provided as a background paper.  He 
noted that Cabinet has already committed to making the full report available to 
scrutiny, and therefore all members would have access to it.

Question 10  - Cllr Roger Whyborn asked how much national  funding was 
anticipated to be allocated to Gloucestershire in relation to the bus back better.

Cllr Phil Robinson replied that the member was conflating the plan with the dynamic 
purchasing solution which was under consideration by cabinet. 

Question 16 – Cllr Roger Whyborn asked when the member would anticipate 
serious inroads being made into cross ticketing in Gloucestershire.
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Cllr Phil Robinson replied that this was a key part of the bus service improvement 
plan. Those decisions had been held back as the Department of Transport wanted 
to prepare a back office approach to assist all councils.

Question 17 – Cllr Roger Whyborn asked to what extent the Council could expect a 
reduction in carbon use during the period of the contract.

Cllr Vernon Smith replied that this was an important question as the contract was 
short term and the industry was looking at a number of ways to research and 
reduce green solutions and lower temperature materials for the longer term. 

5. Report by the Monitoring Officer on an Investigation by the Local Government 
and Social Care Ombudsman into a complaint about Gloucestershire County 
Council 

Rob Ayliffe, the Monitoring Officer outlined that the report had arisen from a 
complaint that had been brought to the Local Government Ombudsman on behalf of 
an individual who received Adult Social Care services from the Council. The details 
of the case were summarised in the ombudsman’s report. 

The ombudsman’s investigation found that the Council had failed to meet its 
responsibilities to assess and meet the needs of her and her carer. The 
ombudsman considered the failing to be sufficiently serious so as to issue a public 
interest report. The report made for extremely difficult reading and it was clear from 
it that the Council had failed to provide adequate care and support to the individuals 
concerned.

As the ombudsman had issued a public interest report, the Monitoring Officer was 
required to formally report those matters to Cabinet to ensure proper consideration 
was given to the report, that the Council acted on its recommendations and that 
lessons were learnt from it.

The Monitoring Officer outlined that in this case conversations had already taken 
place and that Cabinet and Senior Leaders were committed to doing everything to 
ensure that something like this did not happen again. The recommendations were 
summarised in the report.

Professor Sarah Scott, Executive Director of Adult Social Care and Public Health, 
stated that the recommendations and had been accepted by the team and that they 
were being implemented in full.

However, she had wanted to seek additional levels of assurance regarding the 
standards of practice amongst our adult social care workforce. A report had now 
been  received from the Principle Social Worker from a neighbouring local authority.  
The report outlined the process they followed to review the assessment, review, 
reassessment, care and support planning processes in Adult Social Care.  This 
involved, for example holding focus groups with staff, gaining feedback from those 
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who have experienced reviews and assessments, shadowing a case audit and 
scrutiny of anonymised assessment and support planning paperwork.

The report provided evidence that the changes to the practices, processes and 
culture within Adult Social Care had made an impact within the service. Two short 
sections from the conclusion were read out:

This review has highlighted some areas of really positive practice and I have met 
dedicated professionals both within GCC Adult Social Care and within the Carers Hub 
who described creative and strengths-based working and a passion for improving the 
lives of the people they worked with.

It has revealed that there has been much progress since the period the Ombudsman’s 
findings relate to, in terms of a new strengths-based approach to social care, a more 
responsive service to people and their carers, and that staff are better supported 
through huddles and the other structures of support discussed.

Whilst there was a degree of reassurance in the report, it was recognised that there 
was always room for improvement.  The report made ten recommendations.  An 
action plan had been developed to ensure delivery against those objectives.  The 
action plan would be presented to the Adult Social Care and Communities Scrutiny 
Committee when it next met in January along with an update on progress in 
meetings the recommendations.

Sarah Scott stated: ‘I fully accept that the standard of practice, care and 
compassion fell far short of what we expect from our teams, for the distress this 
caused I apologise unreservedly.    I have written to Ms X and her former partner to 
offer my apologies.’
 

Cllr Kathy Williams, Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care Delivery, acknowledged 
that his was not the standard of care that we aspired to deliver within the Council.  
She extended her sincere apologies to Miss X and Mr L for the service’s failure to 
support them when they needed it most.

She stated that she regarded caring for people when they are at their most 
vulnerable as one of the most important roles as a Council, and one that absolutely 
had to be got right every time.  For that reason, she was was fully supportive of the 
suggestion from Officers to seek further assurance and  was pleased to receive the 
report from the Principle Social Worker from a neighbouring authority.   It provided a 
degree of reassurance regarding the standards of practice and the care and 
commitment with which our adult social care staff approach their work.  

She acknowledged that this did not alter the fact that in this case, the Council fell 
short of its duties, but indicated that she had greater confidence that this had been 
learnt from and that the improvements that had been made that would mean it 
didn’t happen again.
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In addition to the ombudsman’s recommendations, internal processes were being 
strengthened for overseeing and reviewing complaints about Adult Social Care to 
further reduce the chance of something like this recurring.

Cllr Williams  stated that she wanted to assure Miss X, Mr L and Sarah Scott and 
her teams that these recommendations had her full backing as the responsible 
Cabinet Member. 

The Leader echoed the comments made and invited members to endorse the 
recommendations.

RESOLVED to

1. Accept in full the LGSCO’s recommendations as set out in sections 13 and 14 of 
this report;

2. Support and endorse the actions identified by the Executive Director of Adult 
Social Care and Public Health as set out in paragraphs 15 to 23 of this report.

3. Meet the LGSCO’s requirement to prepare a report setting out its response by 
sending to all County Councillors a copy of this report and of the minutes of the 
Cabinet meeting at which it is discussed.

6. Tender and Award of Transport Contracts under the Dynamic Purchasing 
System for Transport 

Cllr Philip Robinson, Cabinet Member for  Economy, Education and Skills sought 
Cabinet approval for The Procurement and Award of Transport Contracts under the
Gloucestershire County Council Passenger Transport Dynamic Purchasing
System (DPS). This included  all public transport and home to school transport 
contracts, with an expected total contract value of over £250k, a threshold at which 
contracts require sign off by the lead cabinet member (£250k - £500k) and full 
cabinet approval (over £500k).

All contracts listed were re-procurements i.e. the request was approval  for a 
continuation of the services, no new services were being created. If approval was not 
granted then the services would either have to be stood down or contracts would need 
to be procured for a shorter term which would mean a higher daily price.

In July 2019 Cabinet had  approved the establishment of the second Dynamic 
Purchasing System (DPS) by the Integrated Transport Unit (ITU), for the procurement 
of transport contracts using the DPS. This report was solely for contracts with a value 
of over £250k.

Whilst most contracts had a lifetime cost of less than £250,000, some did exceed this 
level and the July 2019 Cabinet report included a commitment that decisions about 
such services would be taken by Cabinet as part of the approval of annual transport 
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contracts forward plan. The alternative would be a series of individual Cabinet 
decisions throughout the year.

All contracts would be procured via the DPS which was a fully compliant system that 
met all requirements regarding procurement and use of public funds.

The Council’s scope to reduce overall costs of bus service and home to school 
provision and minimise reductions in services was enhanced by being able to procure 
longer term contracts, typically of up to 7 years’ duration. This provided operators with 
greater certainty over investment decisions, such as whether to purchase new vehicles. 
However, it did mean that total contract values were more likely to exceed £500,000. 
The Council could still terminate all such contracts in line with the contractual notice 
terms (currently a period of 90 days).

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

1) Delegate authority to the Lead Commissioner Community Infrastructure in 
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Economy, Education and Skills to:

a) Conduct a competitive procurement process under the Gloucestershire County 
Council Passenger Transport Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) (the “Transport 
DPS”) in respect of each of the proposed contracts for transport services set out in 
Appendix 1 to this report. Each such contract shall continue for a period of 7 years 
commencing on the contract start between 22 November 2021 and 31 March 2023;

b) Award each such contract to the relevant preferred tenderer.

2) Note the update set out in Appendix 2 to this report from the Integrated Transport 
Unit summarising transport contracts awarded to date using the Transport DPS 
since its launch in February 2020, as required by the Cabinet decision of 24 July 
2019.

7. Delivery of structural maintenance works 2022-2026. 
Cllr Vernon Smith, Cabinet Member for Highways and Flood sought Cabinet 
approval to procure and award a contract for the delivery of structural maintenance 
works for up to 4 years from April 2022 to 2026, following the successful conclusion 
of the current contract.

This was the continuation of £150 million investment in highways. The Cabinet 
Member thanked members and officers for their support. 

The member provided some facts and numbers on how highways had been 
surfaced in the previous four years including:
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 Over 562 miles of road have been resurfaced, 
 196 sites had been patched and surfaced dressed 
 495 sites had been resurfaced with new tarmac 
 500,000 tonnes of tarmac, over 31,000 lorry loads 
 Last four years renewed 17% of the roads in Gloucestershire.

The new road surfaces were kinder to vehicles, with less wear and tear, and the 
Council was constantly researching and working with suppliers for green solutions 
such as low temperature material and recycled fillers. Over 95% of material 
generated from sites were now reused with very little ending up in landfill. 

Several members commented positively on the work that had been carried out in 
their divisions.

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

Delegate authority to the Head of Highways in consultation with the Cabinet 
Member for Highways and Flood to:

(1) Conduct a competitive procurement process in respect of a contract for the 
supply of structural maintenance works for the purpose of surfacing and structural 
repairs to the County Highways network. The proposed contract shall continue for 
an initial period of 2 years and include an option to extend its term for a further 
period of not more than 2 years;

(2) Award such contract to the preferred tenderer; and

(3) Determine whether to exercise the option to extend such contract for a further 
period of not more than 2 years on the expiry of the initial 2 year term.

8. Market Shaping and Review of the Adult Social Care Commissioning & Estate 
Strategies 

Cllr Carole Allaway Martin, Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care Commissioning,
sought Cabinet approval to undertake a review of Gloucestershire’s Adults Health & 
Social Care Sector, following the Covid-19 Pandemic, taking particular note of 
those areas where Gloucestershire County Council has the greatest ability to 
influence, to help manage and shape the market in order to contribute to and aid 
sustainability of the independent Health & Social Care Market in Gloucestershire.

Gloucestershire County Council purchased the majority of care from independent 
providers so the role of managing the market was important. Previous market 
analysis had shown an oversupply of care home beds in some districts This 
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equated to a 20% under occupancy in that section of the care sector. There was a 
need for more specialist care to support people with complex needs.

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

Agrees:

1. To initiate a comprehensive and focused review of the care markets following the 
Covid-19 Pandemic to help manage and shape the market in order to influence and 
aid sustainability of the Independent Health & Social Care Market in 
Gloucestershire, taking particular note of those areas where Gloucestershire 
County Council has the greatest ability to influence with a view to supporting the 
future shape of the market based on the demographic profile and projected needs 
of Gloucestershire residents.

2. To consider the outcomes of such review once complete.

9. Establishment of a Day Centre provision for care assisted young people at 
Trevone House 

Cllr Stephen Davies, Cabinet Member for Children’s Safeguarding and Early Years 
sought Cabinet agreement for the commissioning of a Day Service provision for 
care assisted young people, delivered at Trevone House, to promote the 
development of social skills, independence, wellbeing, and attain accredited 
qualifications, thereby supporting the young people to progress.

In April 2019, Cabinet had agreed that an experienced Provider should be 
commissioned to deliver semi independent accommodation and support services 
for young people. These services, based at Trevone House in Gloucester benefitted 
young people and their families, as well as offering significant opportunity for 
savings with placement costs. 

Commissioners believed that the establishment of a Day Service at Trevone House 
would provide the critical support needed by young people to address these 
identified needs.

The curriculum for those using the Day Service would be primarily about 
engagement and wellbeing. This additional service would incentivise, reward and 
encourage young people to participate in workshops and recognise their 
engagement and success in managing tenancy and moving on, managing good 
health and wellbeing, healthy food, exercise, sleep, dealing with money and rent 
and developing practical life skills. The programme would also provide strategies to 
maintaining good mental health, avoiding drugs and alcohol and avoiding offending 
and anti-social behaviour.
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The paper was requesting to undertake a competitive procurement exercise for the 
Day Service at Trevone House. This option would ensure that GCC was complaint 
with the Public Procurement Regulations (2015) which required fair and open 
competition. The option would require GCC to undertake a compliant tender 
process to the open market.  

Members endorsed the points raised, discussing two recent awards for which 
Trevone House had been nominated and the positive impact the centre was having, 
and would continue to have, on young people.

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

Delegate authority to the Assistant Director for Integrated Children and Families 
Commissioning in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Children’s 
Safeguarding and Early Years to:

(a) conduct a competitive procurement process in respect of a contract for the 
provision of Day Service activities centre services at the multi agency resource hub 
building at Trevone House Gloucester. The proposed contract shall continue for an 
initial period of 4 years and include an option to extend its term for a further period 
of not more than 2 years;

(b) award such contract to the preferred tenderer; and

(c) determine whether to exercise the option to extend such contract for a further 
period of not more than 2 years on the expiry of the initial 4 year term

10. Implementing a Modified Dynamic Purchasing System (MDPS) for 
Professional Services in Childrens Social Care 

Cllr Stephen Davies, Cabinet Member for Children’s Safeguarding and Early Years 
sought Cabinet authorisation to procure a Modified Dynamic Purchasing System 
(MDPS) for the provision of Professional Services in Children’s Social Care to 
include independent specialist assessments, therapeutic and mentoring support 
and family support services.

The new system would allow for the addition and removal of service providers to 
manage a more consistent approach and get better value from the service

The Council, therefore, intended to procure a Modified Dynamic Purchasing System 
(MDPS) for Professional Services in Children’s Social Care under which it would 
procure the following services under the following lots (which corresponded with the 
council’s main areas of spend):

 Lot 1 - Independent Specialist Assessments (included Drug and Alcohol 
Assessment)
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 Lot 2 - Therapeutic Support
 Lot 3 - Mentoring support and family support services (contact, welfare visits)

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

Delegate authority to the Executive Director for Children’s Services, in consultation 
with the Cabinet Member for Children’s Safeguarding and Early Years to:

1. Procure a Modified Dynamic Purchasing System (MDPS) for the provision of 
Professional Services in Childrens Social Care. The proposed MDPS shall continue 
for an initial period of 5 years and include an option to extend its term for a further 
period of not more than 2 years;

2. Determine whether to exercise such option to extend on the expiry of the initial 5 
year term;

3. Admit or remove service providers to/from the MDPS during its term in 
accordance with the selection criteria thereunder;

4. Procure contracts for the supply of independent specialist assessments, 
therapeutic and mentoring support services and family support services from 
service suppliers admitted to the MDPS whose combined aggregate value shall not 
exceed £10.5 million. In the event that the value of any single proposed contract 
under such MDPS will exceed £500,000, a separate Cabinet decision shall be 
required in order to authorise the award of such contract; and

5. Report back to Cabinet on an annual basis throughout the term of the MDPS in 
order to provide details of the combined aggregate value of contracts awarded by 
the Council under the MDPS in the preceding 12 month period.

11. Children & Families Capital Programme Update 

Cllr Philip Robinson, Cabinet Member for Economy, Education and Skills sought 
Cabinet approval of changes to the previously approved Children & Families Capital 
Programme.

The County Council approved the 2021/22 Children & Families Capital programme 
at its meeting on 12th February 2021. The schemes represented the ongoing 
commitment to improving buildings and expanding facilities at schools across 
Gloucestershire to ensure all children and young people benefit from high quality, 
education provision. 

The Council was committed to ensuring the right provision and facilities are 
available for all children and young people including those with Special Educational 
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Needs and Disabilities.  The delivery of a purpose built, fit for purpose provision at 
the Heart of the Forest Community Special School, to support primary aged pupils 
with Social Emotional and Mental Health needs would enable Gloucestershire 
County Council to continue to improve the capacity and quality of support available, 
closer to where they live. 

The additional funding for the scheme for Warden Hill Primary School would enable 
the Council to ensure that the new provision would deliver modern, up to date, 
sustainable and efficient accommodation and provide fit for purpose high quality 
facilities for years to come. 

One member asked about the increase in costs in relation to the Warden Hill 
scheme. In response it was stated that the costs of the demolition of old building 
and carbon neutral build as well as upgraded services had needed to be taken into 
account.

There had been some Section 106 Developer Contributions received from housing 
developments which would be used towards specific projects to ensure the local 
schools were able to meet the demand from local housing schemes.  

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

Approve the changes to the Children & Families Capital Programme as set out in 
the report:

1. A new scheme totalling £1.6million to provide a primary SEMH facility at the 
Heart of the Forest Community Special School, funded by the transfer of £409k 
from the Healthy Pupils Capital fund and £1.191million from the unallocated High 
Needs Provision fund. (subject to the conclusion of the statutory process approving 
the expansion of the Heart of the Forest Community Special School to provide 10 
additional places for children and young people aged 4-11 who have a primary 
need of Social Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) from September 2022)

2. An addition of £1million for Warden Hill Primary funded by £800k from 
unallocated basic need and £200k from the approved carbon reduction in education 
properties funding.

3. An addition of £77k S106 developer contribution for expansion works at Chipping 
Campden School.

4. An addition of £115k S106 developer contribution for expansion works at 
Farmors School.
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12. Financial Monitoring Report 

Cllr Lynden Stowe, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and Change
gave an update on the Council’s forecast revenue year end position at the end of
September 2021 which was a £4.027 million overspend all of which was non Covid-
19 related. A balanced position was forecast in relation to Covid-19 expenditure and 
income.

The largest non-Covid-19 budget variance was the £7.973 million forecast 
overspend in Children and Families – this overspend was partially offset by the 
£4.193 million underspend in Technical & Countywide. The overspend in Children 
and Families reflected the continuing pressure on external placements and home to 
school transport.

The Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) was forecast to overspend by £18.283 million, 
which included the deficit carry forward of £13.67 million – this reflected the national 
picture. The implementation of the High Needs Strategy (agreed by Schools Forum) 
would be essential to ensure the budget was balanced in future years and a 
spending review was in progress with a financial recovery plan being reviewed and 
developed.

The forecast year end Capital position was £153.790 million. £4.083 million 
underspend against the £157.873 million budget. In total a £451k increase in the 
capital programme was recommended for approval in the report. This related to an 
additional £257k increase in the Highways capital budget, £10k in the Flood capital 
budget, £159k in the Community Infrastructure budget and £25k in the GFRS 
capital budget.

Having considered all of the information. Cabinet noted the report and

RESOLVED to:

1. Note the forecast revenue year end position based on September 2021 (Period 
6) forecasts for the 2021/22 financial year is an overspend of £4.027 million all of 
which relates to non Covid-19 expenditure, as we are forecasting a balanced 
position in relation to Covid-19 expenditure and income.

2. Note the forecast capital year end position as at the end of August 2021 of 
£153.790 million against the current budget of £157.873 million.

3. Approve the £451k increase to the capital programme as outlined in Section B of 
the report and approves the re-profiling of current year budgets to reflect the current 
forecast.
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Leader of Council

Meeting concluded at 11:00
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REPORT TITLE:   Adoption West Contract Extension

Cabinet Date 22nd December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr Stephen Davies: Lead Cabinet Member for Children’s Services, 
Safeguarding and Early Years.

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To seek approval for Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) to continue its 
participation in Adoption West (a company it owns jointly with Bath and 
Northeast Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset, South Gloucestershire and 
Wiltshire Councils) that was created  for the purpose of delivering adoption 
services, by extending the term of a commissioning agreement for the 
provision of an integrated adoption service between GCC, the other 
participating councils and Adoption West  (the “Commissioning 
Agreement”), for a period of 5 years.

Recommendations

That Cabinet approves:

a) The exercise by GCC of an option under the Commissioning 
Agreement to extend its term for a period of 5 years, commencing 1st 
March 2022 and expiring 28th February 2027; 

b) An amendment to the Commissioning Agreement’s financial 
mechanism in order to reflect changes in both population and service 
activity levels, as described in more detail in paragraph 14 of this 
report; and,

c) An amendment to the Commissioning Agreement’s service 
specification in order to reflect revised working arrangements between 
participating councils and Adoption West, as described in more detail in 
paragraph 14 of this report.
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Reasons for 
recommendations

In line with government policy, Gloucestershire was required to become part 
of a Regional Adoption Agency by 2020.  In March 2019, Adoption West 
commenced operation as a public sector owned and controlled regional 
adoption agency (made up of Gloucestershire, Bath and Northeast 
Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset, South Gloucestershire and Wiltshire 
Councils).

A continuation of the current arrangements for a further five years is 
considered the best option for Gloucestershire in supporting children and 
current/prospective adopters. It also ensures Gloucestershire remains in 
line with the government’s expectations around a regional approach for the 
delivery of adoption services.

Resource 
Implications

The proposals can be met from within existing budgets.  The estimated 
annual contract value for 2022/23 is £959,849, before any changes in 
National Insurance, with a projected total value for the extension of circa 
£5.25M, allowing for inflation and National Insurance uplifts.  This excludes 
income and expenditure for interagency fees which remain outside of the 
Adoption West funding envelope.

Background 
Documents

Cabinet Report – 29th March 2017
Officer Decision in consultation with Lead Member  - 26 February 2019
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/437128/Regionalising_adoption.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/512826/Adoption_Policy_Paper_30_March_2016.pdf

Statutory Authority Statutory instruments: 2005 No. 389, The adoption agencies regulations 
2005 as amended by Statutory Instruments: 2013 No. 985, Children and 
Young Persons, England, The Adoption Agencies (Miscellaneous 
Amendments) Regulations 2013

Statutory Guidance on Adoption for local authorities, voluntary 
adoption agencies and adoption support agencies July 2013

Adoption: National Minimum Standards July 2014

Early permanence placements and approval of prospective adopters 
as foster carers; Statutory guidance for local authorities and adoption 
agencies July 2014

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

All
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Officer Andy Dempsey
Director of Partnerships and Strategy
andy.dempsey@gloucestershire.gov.uk
Tel. no. (01452) 425019 

Timeline The current commissioning agreement ends on 28th February 2022 and 
approval, or otherwise, will need to be secured by that date.
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Background 

1. The development of Regional Adoption Agencies (RAA) forms part of a central  
government programme to develop a regionalised approach for the delivery of adoption 
services, as set out in Regionalising Adoption (July 2015) and Adoption: a vison for 
change (March 2016). 

2. In July 2016, Cabinet considered a range of options for a regional delivery model, 
working with 5 neighbouring Councils.  It opted to create a new public sector entity – a 
wholly owned Council Company Limited by Guarantee – known as Adoption West.

3. In March 2017, Cabinet agreed to progress with the aim of commencing operations by 
1 April 2018.  The complexities of creating an entirely new entity, through which to 
deliver adoption services took longer than anticipated and a revised commencement 
date of 1 March 2019 was agreed and approved in February 2019.  Throughout the 
protracted development phase, the overriding aim was to ensure that Adoption West 
could commence on a secure basis, thereby providing continuity for affected staff and 
children and families receiving adoption services.

4. Adoption West operate from three hubs, each of which has responsibility for the 
provision of services as set out in the Commissioning Agreement:

 Bristol – City of Bristol Council and North Somerset Council

 Trowbridge – BANES and Wiltshire Councils

 Gloucester – Gloucestershire and South Gloucestershire Councils

The Gloucester Adoption West hub is located in Shire Hall using accommodation for 
the Adoption Team who transferred to the employment of Adoption West under TUPE.

5. As a company limited by guarantee of six local authorities, established in order to 
deliver specified statutory adoption services on their behalf; Adoption West is 
underpinned via a series of legal agreements:

 Commissioning Agreement
 Members’ Agreement
 Articles of Association
 Inter Authority Agreement

These are, in turn, supported by a series of documents addressing key operational 
matters: 

 Adoption Service Specification
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 Information Sharing Agreement
 A Licence to Occupy specified desks at Shire Hall for the purpose of operating one 

of the above-mentioned “hubs”. 

6. Adoption West is established as a company jointly controlled by the partner local 
authorities and is unique, nationally, in using this mechanism as a model for the 
delivery of a regional adoption arrangements.  As such, it benefits from the following 
features:

 A corporate joint venture which affords all partners equal status and responsibility in 
ensuring the success of Adoption West.

 All partners are represented on the Board of Directors and Joint Committee 
providing control and independence.

 Local authority control provides security and efficient commissioning of services 
enabling the new agency to develop.

 Innovation and growth are encouraged including exploring new practice 
methodologies and trialling alternative evidenced based practice models.

 Adoption West has been registered by Ofsted as a Voluntary Adoption Agency 
(VAA) and is subject to the associated regulatory framework in addition to the 
quality standards set out in the Commissioning Agreement with local authority 
partners.

7. The Commissioning Agreement, Members Agreement and Articles of Association are 
the core documents and set out the scope and working arrangements between the 
participating Local Authorities and Adoption West.  They define roles and 
responsibilities and highlight the key points of connectivity between Local Authorities 
and Adoption West staff.  The related guidance and procedural documents, such as the 
service specification and information sharing agreement, should be read and 
considered within that context.

8. Whilst the Commissioning Agreement, Articles of Association and Members 
Agreements outline how participating Local Authorities work together through Adoption 
West, the Inter Agency Agreement (IAA) is intended to provide an arms-length 
mechanism to hold Adoption West to account for any failure to perform its obligation 
under those agreements.  It also provides a means of addressing the individual 
liabilities of each authority in respect of their obligations towards Adoption West.  A 
senior member of the GCC legal team worked with colleagues across the regional 
arrangement in order to finalise all key documentation as set above.

9. An extensive network of governance and oversight arrangements has been established 
to ensure that Adoption West provides an effective vehicle for the delivery and future 
development of adoption services on behalf of participating local authorities.  This 
comprises:
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 Adoption West Board of Directors – meets quarterly and has responsibility for 
organisational strategy, financial oversight, performance and risk management, 
policy and procedures.  The Director of Partnerships and Strategy has been 
Gloucestershire County Council’s representative on the Board since its 
commencement and is currently its Chair.  The board also has a representative 
from the Adoption Advisory Board to ensure the views of adoptive families are 
considered in key decision making and service developments.

 Joint Committee – meets on at least an annual basis and comprises of the 
Director of Children’s Services from participating councils, who act as the ‘owners’ 
of Adoption West, as defined by the Members Agreement.  Working through the 
South West Association of Directors of Children’s Services, the Joint Committee will 
provide strategic direction to  Adoption West and deal with issues of significant 
change, such as the withdrawal of an authority, winding up of the arrangements, 
and significant changes to resourcing.

 Local Authority Adoption Leads Group – comprising of a senior service 
representative from each local authority, it reviews operational standards, ensures 
regulatory requirements are met and considers performance by reference to 
appropriate performance indicators.

 Joint Scrutiny Panel – comprises of elected members from the participating 
councils’ scrutiny committees in order to provide a collective oversight and scrutiny 
function, thereby avoiding Adoption West having to service six separate scrutiny 
processes.

10. The Adoption West Board receives comprehensive performance reports on a quarterly 
basis, with six monthly reports also provided to Ofsted, in line with the regulatory 
requirements placed on voluntary adoption agencies (VAA).  At an operational level, the 
working relationship between Adoption West and all six local authorities is in a positive 
position, with regular senior manager meetings established, as well as monthly tracking 
for children. Over recent months, family finding activity has been significant with only 22 
children across the regional arrangement without a potential placement at this time. 
This will not only be reflected in the timeliness data going forward but importantly for the 
children who are now securing permanence via adoption. 

11. Recruitment activity remains at a high level and will continue to focus on finding 
adopters for priority children, as well as younger children and early permanence 
placements. A clear message about the children waiting is being provided to applicants 
and potential adopters, from the website ‘front door’ through the preparation training 
and assessment process. As a consequence, we are starting to see an increased 
number of adopters considering siblings and the numbers of older children that have 
been placed with Adoption West adopters. 
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 12. The current commissioning agreement contains an option to extend its term for a period 
of up to 5 years, commencing 1st March 2022, subject to the agreement of the 
participating councils.  Initial discussions between the participants, conducted via the 
Adoption West Board, have confirmed an appetite to proceed on this basis, 
acknowledging the good progress being made, and the not inconsequential challenges 
of re-commissioning and/or participants departing the current arrangements. 

13. The Adoption West leadership team has taken initial legal advice from Bristol City 
Council’s Legal Services, who provide support as part of the contractual arrangements 
for Adoption West.  They have advised that the most practicable route for extending the 
term of the commissioning agreement would be for the participating authorities to enter 
into a variation agreement, under which they agreed to:

a) Extend the term of the Commissioning Agreement for a period of 5 years, 
commencing 1st March 2022 and expiring 28th February 2027 ; 

b) Amend the current financial mechanism (Schedule 6 to the Commissioning 
Agreement); and

c) Amend the current service specification (Schedule 2 to the Commissioning 
Agreement).

14.  The proposed revised financial mechanism reflects the previously agreed move away 
from the financial position as it stood in 2019, which was based on historical spend, 
prior to the establishment of Adoption West.  The new mechanism amends but does not 
replace the original mechanism and is based on adoption related activity, over the past 
two and a half years, alongside population volumes.  The proposed revised service 
specification reflects the reality of the working relationship between Adoption West and 
participating authorities, in more accurately outlining the mutual responsibilities for 
those aspects of operational practice that were not fully appreciated at the 
commencement of the commissioning agreement.  These include support for foster 
carers around early permanence, linking and matching, direct contact arrangements, 
allowances and support for step parents wishing to adopt. As such, these areas have 
not generally required decisions by the Adoption West Board, nor ongoing decisions to 
resolve as they are accepted de facto as reflecting day to day working arrangements.

Options

15. There is an expectation on the part of central government that all upper tier authorities 
with responsibilities for Children’s Services will deliver adoption services via a regional 
arrangement by 2020.

16. If Gloucestershire chose not continue with Adoption West, it would need to identify an 
alternative regional arrangement which would take some time, with no guarantee this 
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would be successful.  Hosted arrangements are the predominant delivery model 
elsewhere, with one council hosting the pooled delivery resources of the other 
participants, in order to deliver services on their behalf.  Gloucestershire would need 
the agreement of the participants to enter any alternative regional arrangement.  There 
will also be place based factors to consider depending on the locality of the alternative 
and how practical this might be for children and families in Gloucestershire. Moreover, 
the notice period for any participant seeking to depart the current arrangement is a 
minimum of 12 months, plus the remaining part of the financial year in which the initial 
notice period expires.  There are also provisions within the current agreement which 
require any departing participant to indemnify the remaining parties against any costs 
incurred due to their departure.  

17. Taken together with the positive progress being made by Adoption West, the 
challenges of Covid over the past 18 months notwithstanding, the above considerations 
mean there is no practicable alternative option to extension at this stage.

Risks 

18. There are a number of risks identified:

1.Risk: A regional arrangement dilutes Gloucestershire’s currently direct control over its 
adoption service. Mitigation: Remaining closely involved in Adoption West’s 
development and delivery offers mitigation to this risk; joining other regional 
arrangements, as yet unspecified, at a later date could compound this risk.

2. Risk: The regional arrangement separates adoption services from the social work 
teams working directly with children, leading to delay. Mitigation: All participating 
councils are aware of this risk. Close monitoring of adoption delay and rates of adoption 
is in place at national, regional and council level to closely track any changes.  One of 
the delivery hubs is located in Gloucester offering opportunities for continued, good 
communication with children and families services.

3. Risk: Adopters may lose confidence in service delivery via Adoption West. 
Mitigation: Ongoing communication and engagement with adopters using existing 
communication routes such as Adopter forums and newsletters evidences a positive 
view of Adoption West.

Financial implications

19. The proposals can be met from within existing budgets.  The estimated annual contract 
value for 2022/23 is £959,849, before any changes in National Insurance, with a 
projected total value of the extension of circa £5.25M, allowing for inflation and National 
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Insurance uplifts.  This excludes income and expenditure for interagency fees which 
remain outside of the Adoption West funding envelope.

20. At the time of commencement, the budget for Adoption West was based on the historic 
patterns of expenditure for each participant for three years prior to implementation. This 
resulted in Gloucestershire being the largest contributor to Adoption West at 26.75% 
alongside Wiltshire 23.69% and Bristol 20.58% at its commencement.  It was always 
envisaged that as Adoption West was established, over time budget apportionment 
would be based on activity and population volumes in order to more closely link activity, 
resources and costs.  During 2020/21, it was agreed to apportion the budget for future 
years based on the following weighted factors, with changes being phased in over 5 
years from 2022/23 onwards:

 Children in Care population (15% weighting)

 Adoptions (average over 3 years) (50% weighting)

 Adoption Support Activity (35% weighting)

Gloucestershire has made extensive use of Adoption Support activity which has 
marginally increased its proportion of the budget from 26.75% to 27.48%.  Changes in 
levels of activity in future have the potential to impact on participant contributions 
subject to the weightings above and the agreement to taper in the revised financial 
model over the next 5 years.

Climate change implications

21. There are no significant climate implications associated with this decision, although 
Adoption West’s post-Covid operating arrangements make extensive use of virtual and 
digital platforms, which will reduce travel by car and its carbon footprint.

Equality implications

22. The implementation plans put in place at the time of the commencement of Adoption 
West to meet the requirements of the Equality Act 2010 will remain in place through the 
extension proposed by this decision.  As such, there are no significant equalities 
implications arising from this decision.

Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed? No

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications

23.     The information sharing and data protection arrangements put in place at the time of the 
commencement of Adoption West will continue through the extended contract period.  
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As such, there are no significant data protection implications arising from this decision 

Social value implications

24.   Enabling prospective adopters to provide care and providing children in care with 
permanence through adoption delivers significant social value, not only to those 
children and families, but also the wider community.  This value extends beyond the 
adoption process itself in the form of ongoing support to adoptive families, 
acknowledging that many of the children and young people will require therapeutic and 
other support post adoption.

 
Consultation feedback

25. An extensive programme of consultation involving adopters, adoptees, birth families, 
partner and stakeholders was undertaken in formulating the proposals for Adoption 
West.  These are reflected in the Cabinet Reports of July 2016 and March 2017.

26. No further consultation has taken place beyond the ongoing discussions with 
participating authorities as the work underway since the March 2017 decision has been 
to implement the agreed model, as informed by consultation, rather than any material 
change.

Officer recommendations

27. It considered that the proposal to extend the current Adoption West arrangement and 
implement the recommended amendments to the Commissioning Agreement provides 
the most practicable option to enable GCC to meet the government’s expectation that it 
participates in a regional adoption arrangement.

28. Gloucestershire County Council officers have been fully involved in Adoption West’s 
development since its commencement in March 2019. The location of a hub in 
Gloucester  supports continued, good communication with local children and families 
services and high-quality practice standards.

Performance management/follow-up 

29. The Adoption West Board receives comprehensive performance reports on a quarterly 
basis, with six monthly reports also provided to Ofsted in line with the requirements 
placed on voluntary adoption agencies (VAA). Participating local authorities provide 
Adoption West with all data for reporting under indicators A1 and A2 of the National 
Adoption Scorecard.  Adoption West has responsibility for reporting on the data in 
relation to adopters.  Tracking information and performance data for children is 
collected by both the six Authorities and Adoption West to enable the progress of 
individual children to be closely monitored and address any delays or blockages.
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30. Data sharing and reporting arrangements are underpinned by the Information Sharing 
Agreement which has been developed on collaborative basis by the Information 
Governance leads for the participating authorities.  The Operational Leads Group 
provides further oversight and tracking at child level.
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REPORT TITLE: Mini-Competition to procure a call-off contract under Lot 3 of the 
Gloucestershire Framework Agreement for Domestic Abuse

Cabinet Date 22nd December 2021

Cabinet Member Councillor Kathy Williams, Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care Delivery

Key Decision Yes/No

Purpose of Report To seek Cabinet approval to conduct a mini-competition between all the 
providers on Lot 3 of the Gloucestershire Framework for Domestic Abuse 
(GFDA) for the procurement of a four-year contract with an initial term of 
three years, with the option to extend for a further year, for services to 
address domestic abuse perpetrator behaviour.  

Recommendations

That Cabinet delegates authority to the Executive Director: Adult Social Care 
and Public Health in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Adults Social 
Care Delivery to:

1. Conduct a mini-competition process under Lot 3 of the Gloucestershire 
Framework for Domestic Abuse (GFDA) in respect of a call-off contract 
for the supply of services to address domestic abuse perpetrator 
behaviour. The proposed call-off contract shall continue for an initial 
period of three years and include an option to extend its term for a 
further period of not more than one year;

2. Award such call-off contract to the preferred tenderer; and

3. Determine whether to exercise the option to extend such contract for a 
further period of not more than one year on the expiry of the initial 
three-year term. 

Reasons for 
recommendations

The current contract for Lot 3 Perpetrator Services ends on 30th June 2022.

The Cabinet decision made on the 27th September 2017 authorised the use 
of the GFDA to procure call-off contracts required to meet the council’s 
assessed needs in order to achieve the objectives of the Gloucestershire 
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Strategy and Outcomes Framework.  
The GFDA includes activity to address the behaviour of perpetrators under 
Lot 3.

The Tackling Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy 2021 advocates 
bringing perpetrators to justice and breaking the cycle of re-offending and re-
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victimisation.  The Domestic Abuse Act 2021 provides for a statutory 
domestic abuse perpetrator strategy which must be in place by April 2022.

The most recent Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment and 
Strategy have also identified a need for activity to address perpetrator 
behaviour and expand capacity within services.

The proposed call-off contract under Lot 3 will procure a range of 
interventions to address perpetrator behaviour.  The call-off contract will 
commence on 1st July 2022 to ensure continuation of service delivery of a 
voluntary programme and activity addressing the behaviour of perpetrators 
of domestic abuse whilst maintaining the safety of victims and their children.

Resource 
Implications

The Council will procure the contract on behalf of itself and its partner 
agencies.  The total maximum joint funding for the proposed contract, 
including the potential extension period will be £640,000 which comprises 
the following contributions:

 Gloucestershire County Council: £80,000 per annum from the 
Domestic Abuse Budget up to a total of £320,000 for the four-year 
contract

 Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner: £50,000 per annum up 
to a total of £200,000 for the four-year contract

 Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group: £30,000 per annum 
up to a total of £120,000 for the four-year contract

Background 
Documents

Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Strategy 2021 - 2024

Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment 2021

Cabinet Report 27th September 2017

Officer Decision Paper: Lot 3 – Addressing Perpetrator Behaviour

Tackling Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy 2021

Domestic Abuse Act 2021

Statutory Authority Domestic Abuse Act 2021

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

All

Director Name: Sarah Scott, Executive Director for Adult Social Care and Director of 
Public Health
Tel. no: 01452 328497
Email: Sarah.L.Scott@gloucestershire.gov.uk 

Officer Name:  Helen Flitton,
Tel. no: 01452 328602
Email: Helen.Flitton@gloucestershire.gov.uk 
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3

Timeline ITT published week beginning 14th February 2022; Contract awarded week 
beginning 28th March 2022. Contract start date 1st July 2022
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Background 

National

1 Domestic abuse is an area of high priority for national government.  The Tackling Violence 
Against Women and Girls Strategy 2021 advocates bringing perpetrators to justice and 
breaking the cycle of re-offending and re-victimisation.  The Strategy notes that there is 
some evidence that intervening early can prevent violence from escalating and further 
offending occurring, and also that there is some promising evidence from domestic 
violence perpetrator programmes. There is also evidence that intervening later in the cycle 
of violence can also have substantial benefits, as demonstrated in evaluations of the ‘Drive’ 
programme for high-risk, high-harm perpetrators of domestic abuse, which has been 
shown to successfully reduce levels of abuse.1

2 The Domestic Abuse Act 2021 will be followed by a new national Domestic Abuse Strategy 
and a refreshed National Statement of Expectations.  A perpetrator strategy will be 
included in the DA Strategy which will be in place by April 2022.  There is a clear and 
strong driver for local authority areas to address issues in relation to domestic abuse 
including the provision of services for perpetrators of domestic abuse while at the same 
time prioritising the safety of victims and children.

Local

3 This decision follows the Executive Decision made on 8th June 2018 which authorised 
GCC to award and enter into a four-year contract, for an initial term of three years with an 
option to extend for a further year, with Splitz Support Services for the provision of services 
under Lot 3 of the Gloucestershire Framework for Domestic Abuse (GFDA): Addressing 
Perpetrator Behaviour. The contract commenced on 22nd July 2018 and the one-year 
contract extension was actioned in November 2020.

4 The 2021 Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment found that further 
investment in Lot 3 services would ensure greater reach, offering more perpetrator 
interventions to a larger number of individuals and increasing engagement with rural 
communities, ensuring ease of access.

5 The Domestic Abuse Local Partnership Board have committed, through the  
Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Strategy, to working to break the cycle of perpetrator 
behaviour through: 

 the development and delivery of local specialist support for perpetrators of 
domestic abuse and other harmful relationship behaviours;

 ensuring a system wide joined up approach to addressing perpetrator behaviour 
that enables all agencies to identify perpetrators and respond appropriately;

 having a robust criminal justice response that brings perpetrators to justice;
 raising awareness of perpetrator behaviour both in the community and for the 

individual by enabling people to recognise abusive relationship behaviours, be 
aware of support available and feel empowered to respond effectively, 

1 http://driveproject.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Executive-Summary_Final2020.pdf 
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supporting a county wide approach where domestic abuse is not tolerated.

Scope

6 The services delivered through the Lot 3 Perpetrator contract cover a range of 
interventions to challenge beliefs and address the behaviour of domestic abuse 
perpetrators. Services are offered across different levels of need from prevention activity 
including healthy relationship courses for males and females, to one to one interventions 
and longer term accredited voluntary perpetrators programmes (DVPP) addressing the 
behaviour of male perpetrators. The DVPP includes direct support to partners/ ex-partners. 
All services offered support a reduction in risk to victims and their children and help to 
prevent repeat and serial incidences of perpetrator behaviour and, therefore, domestic 
abuse. There is also a service offer for relapse prevention where clients have completed a 
formal programme.

Options

Option 1: Do nothing – not funding a domestic abuse perpetrator programme beyond 30th 
June 2022.

7 Not having services in place to help address perpetrator behaviour would be in direct 
contradiction to the national emphasis on tackling violence against women and girls and 
addressing domestic abuse, as well as our local strategic intentions. 

8 This option is not recommended.

Option 2: Commissioning less support and reducing investment in this area.

9 The level of investment is already relatively modest and there would be risks in securing 
market interest.  Reducing investment is likely to result in providers being unable to deliver 
an effective programme for enough perpetrators for it to be viable.  It would also mean that 
the needs identified in the DA Needs Assessment in relation to perpetrator services could 
not be realised.

10 This option is not recommended.

Option 3: Tendering to the open market, not using the GFDA.

11 This option would not be in line with the Framework Agreement approach proposed and 
agreed by the DASV Commissioning Group and approved by Cabinet on the 27th of 
September 2017 and further endorsed by the Domestic Abuse Local Partnership Board in 
2021.  Not using the GFDA would undermine the joint approach and incur further costs and 
delay in procuring services as well as damaging the reputation of the Council by not using 
the Framework.  In addition, it could undermine the confidence of partners and providers.  

12 This option is not recommended.

Option 4: conduct a mini-competition between all the providers on Lot 3 of the Gloucestershire 
Framework for Domestic Abuse (GFDA) for the procurement of services to address domestic 
abuse perpetrator behaviour.  
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13 Using the GFDA to conduct a mini competition between Lot 3 providers would be in line 
with the strategic intent of the Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Strategy 2021 – 2024 and 
the national policy agenda.  Letting of a new four-year contract would contribute to efforts 
to make the county safer for women and girls and victims of domestic abuse and sexual 
violence and would enable the provider to embed the service effectively.

14 This option is our recommended option.

Risks 

15 There is sufficient time allocated within the procurement process for TUPE to be properly 
conducted but the length of the timeframe available will require providers to take swift 
action to undertake due diligence. The small number of staff who are subject to TUPE will 
help mitigate the risks. In addition, the short timeframe may present a risk if there are 
current staff engaged in the provision of the service but who will not be subject to TUPE, in 
which case a new provider may be required to organise a recruitment process if they do 
not have suitable staff of their own in place.

16 Upon the conclusion of the mini-competition process and the award of a call-off contract 
there is potential for disruption to service provision where current contractual arrangements 
come to an end and new contractual arrangements are mobilised.  The Domestic Violence 
Perpetrator Programme (DVPP) is a six-month programme and therefore it is important to 
assess the balance of risk between service provision and not starting new clients on the 
programme any later than six months prior to the contract end date. Commissioners are in 
discussion with the current provider about how to manage this and we hope to be able to 
mitigate this risk.

17 Failure to secure a provider for the new call-off contract:
• providers awarded to the GFDA may not wish to or be able to respond to the mini- 

competition.
• providers may not meet the mandatory requirements for contract award.

     This could lead to:
• Increased risk for victims if we are unable to deliver behaviour change 

programmes.
• Failure to reduce risk of harm of domestic abuse to perpetrators' families.
• The collective commitment by partners to a joint approach to tackling DA and in 

delivering the joint outcomes of the DASV Strategy not being fully realised.
• Not meeting the requirements of the Government's VAWG strategy and the 

accompanying National Statement of Expectations for addressing perpetrator 
behaviour and how this is a key part of meeting the challenges of domestic abuse.

This risk is considered to be minimal since each of the Lots on the GFDA, including Lot 3, 
now has several providers.  In the unlikely event that this happens we could consider:

 Extending the current contract.
 A direct award to the current provider.
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 Running a procurement process outside of the Framework Agreement to direct 
award to another provider on a short-term basis while a full tender process is run 
to secure longer-term provision.

18 The timing required to address these risks may mean that there will be a gap in service 
provision for perpetrators, the impact of a short gap in service provision could be managed 
within acceptable levels of risk.

Financial implications

19 The Council will procure the contract on behalf of itself and its partner agencies.  The total 
maximum joint funding for the proposed contract, including the potential extension period 
will be £640,000 which comprises the following contributions:

 Gloucestershire County Council Domestic Abuse budget: £80,000 per annum 
up to a total of £320,000 for the four-year contract

 Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner: £50,000 per annum up to a total 
of £200,000 for the four-year contract

 Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group: £30,000 per annum up to a 
total of £120,000 for the four-year contract

20 The Council will enter into Funding Agreements with each of the Partner organisations to 
secure their funding contributions over the initial three-year period of the contract. Partners 
have confirmed funding commitments for the initial three-year term. Funding arrangements 
for the one-year extension period will be agreed between the Partners if a decision is taken 
to exercise the option to extend.

Climate change implications

21 Carbon Emissions Implications? Neutral

22 Vulnerable to climate change? No

Equality implications

23 Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed? Yes 

24 The Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) originally produced to support the decision to 
create a Joint Commissioning Framework for Domestic Abuse (2017) has been updated.  
Since April 2021 we have a statutory duty to produce a needs assessment every three 
years and within this we are required to pay particular regard to protected characteristics 
and intersectionality. The Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment 2021 was 
published in September on the Inform Gloucestershire website and the EIA was updated 
following publication of the need’s assessment. 

25 The new Lot 3 contract for Addressing Perpetrator Behaviour will continue to support a 
greater percentage of male clients (82% in the current service), reflecting the fact that most 
perpetrators are male however, the proposed healthy relationship support and advice will 
be open to all, including same sex couples, and where needed, 1:1 support will be 
provided to female and LGBT+ perpetrators.
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26 The service will offer support to male perpetrators in same sex relationships and female 
perpetrators in both same sex and mixed sex relationships. The service offer to these 
individuals is delivered one to one and it is hoped that this will encourage a greater 
engagement rate. Statistically these groups are under-represented in services to address 
DA perpetrator behaviour but in Gloucestershire we do have a service offer for these 
groups.

27 There is little evidence nationally on DA perpetrator work which is specific to protected 
characteristic groups however, we will evaluate access to the service through contract 
monitoring. In addition, planned work to be carried out by the newly appointed Domestic 
Abuse Local Partnership Board Consultation Officer (once they are in post) will support 
access to services by protected characteristic groups.

28 By increasing capacity in the service, the service will be able to offer a greater provision of 
1:1 behavioural change work which can adapt to meet clients’ individual needs.

29 Consideration of equalities will be embedded in the service specification and the contract, 
and practice of the provider will be monitored through regular contract monitoring of the 
service.  

30 Cabinet Members should read and consider the Equalities Impact Assessment in order to 
satisfy themselves as decision makers that due regard has been given.

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications

31 A DPIA screening checklist has been completed for this procurement.  The nature of the 
data processing required within the remit of the Lot 3: Perpetrators contract legally requires 
the completion of a DPIA.  This is due to the risk to service users in the event of a data 
breach, as the service will collect personal and sensitive data as part of client referrals, 
assessments, and support plans. 

32 All providers have passed an IG assessment to join the framework. As part of the ITT, 
providers will be assessed by ICT with regard to security standards and will have to 
complete and provide assurance that they meet the required information security 
standards.

33 With support from the GCC Information Management Service, the DPIA will be undertaken 
throughout the commissioning process to identify and mitigate against any risks. The DPIA 
will be finalised by commissioners working with the successful Provider to consider their 
specific systems and processes and ensure all measures to mitigate data protection issues 
are in place before the contract is signed.

Social value implications

34 Opportunities to maximise economic and social benefits beyond the scope of the 
commissioned activity will be included in the service specifications, invitation to tender and 
monitoring requirements for the investments we are making.

Consultation feedback
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35 The Gloucestershire Domestic Abuse Local Partnership Board have expressed their 
support for the recommissioning of Lot 3 perpetrator services.  

Officer recommendations

36 Officer advice is to agree the recommendations set out in this report to proceed with option 
4.

Performance management/follow-up 

37 Individual contracts within the Gloucestershire Framework for Domestic Abuse are 
managed by GCC, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC), 
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group (GCCG) and the District Councils.  Regular 
contract management and reporting processes are in place and reporting will be managed 
through the normal governance processes.  We report Domestic Abuse key performance 
indicators (KPIs) internally within GCC and are working with the performance team to 
develop a corporate DA indicator.
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REPORT TITLE: PROCUREMENT OF ENERGY CONTRACTS (GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
COUNTY COUNCIL ESTATE AND SCHOOLS)

Cabinet Date 22nd December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr Lynden Stowe (Finance and Change)

Cllr David Gray (Environment and Planning)

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To seek Cabinet approval to conduct competitive tender processes for the 
purchase and sale of energy.  

Recommendations

1) That Cabinet authorises the Executive Director of Economy, Environment 
and Infrastructure, in consultation with the Executive Director of Corporate 
Resources, the Cabinet Member for Finance and Change and the Cabinet 
Member for Environment and Planning to:

i. Utilise the services of a central purchasing body (the “CPB”) (i.e. a 
contracting authority which provides centralised purchasing activities 
on behalf of other contracting authorities in accordance with public 
procurement law) that has been selected by the Council using a 
risk/benefit analysis to procure the supply of energy (electricity, gas 
and other fuels) on behalf of the Council, maintained schools and 
Academies on a commission-only basis.

ii. Enter into a commission-only contract(s) with such CPB for the 
supply of energy purchasing services.  Such contract(s) shall 
continue for an initial period of 41 years and include an option to 
extend its/their term(s) for a further period of not more than 3 years.

iii. Determine whether to exercise the option to extend the term of such 
contract(s) for a further period of not more than 3 years on its/their 
third anniversary.

iv. Procure, subject to the financial restrictions set out in the Resourcing 
Implications section of this report, such number of contracts for the 
supply of gas and renewable electricity on behalf of the Council, 
maintained schools and Academies as may be required by them 
based on their respective energy needs from time to time, using the 
CPB’s range of EU compliant procurement products. Each such 
contract shall be co-terminous with the contracts(s) described in 
Recommendation ii) above.

1 The contract will be for an initial period of 3 years, but to allow forward buying a 12 month period is also 
included before the supply contract starts
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v. Award such contracts to the preferred tenderers.
vi. Determine whether to exercise the option to extend the term of such 

contract(s) for a further period of not more than 3 years on its/their 
third anniversary.

vii. Conduct a competitive tender process in respect of a single supplier 
contract for the sale of electricity that has been generated by the 
Gloucestershire Energy from Waste Facility.  The proposed contract 
shall continue for an initial period of 42 years and include an option to 
extend its term for a further period of not more than 3 years.

viii.Award such contract to the preferred tenderer.
ix. Determine whether to exercise the option to extend the term of the 

proposed contract for a further period of not more than 3 years on its 
third anniversary.

x. Regularly report to the Cabinet Member for Finance and Change and 
the Cabinet Member Environment and Planning regarding the 
progress of such procurement exercises and keep them informed of 
any significant new risks that emerge therefrom.

Reasons for 
recommendations

To enable the Council to buy and sell energy so as to best manage price 
risks, in accordance with best practice, and to fulfil the action under the 
Council’s Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy, to buy only 100 per 
cent renewable electricity.

Resource 
Implications

The proposed contract for the purchase of electricity will be for a maximum 
of 7 years (a 4 year initial term with an option to extend for up to 3 years) 
with an estimated full life value of £37.1m.
The proposed contract for the purchase of gas will be for a maximum of 7 
years (a 4 year initial term with an option to extend for up to 3 years) with an 
estimated full life value of £15.8m.
The sale of Council-generated electricity will be at prices to be determined 
by the market. The contract will be for a maximum of 7 years (a 4 year initial 
term with an option to extend for up to 3 years). 
Any service charge for the future contracts will be incorporated within 
the annual cost of electricity and gas. GCC will procure the energy and then 
pass on the costs based on actual usage to non GCC premises and cover 
the cost of the energy for its own premises from the sale of Council 
generated electricity and from within the existing budgets. 

2 See footnote 1
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Background 
Documents

Residual Waste Contract Procurement, Cabinet 13 September 2012
Gas and electricity procurement for Gloucestershire County Council 
buildings and schools, Cabinet 10th July 2013
Extension of the West Mercia Energy (WME) Electricity Contract, Cabinet 
Member for Finance and Change, 3rd March 2016
Energy Contract Award (Electricity) for Gloucestershire County Council 
Estate and Schools (including Academies), Cabinet 13 December 2017.
Energy Procurement (Gloucestershire County Council Estate and Schools 
(Inc Academies)), Cabinet 18 July 2018
Contracts relating to the Sale and Purchase of Electricity and Gas, Cabinet 
22 July 2020
Leading the response to the Climate Emergency: Gloucestershire Climate 
Change Strategy Annual Report & action plan, 2021/02 – 2026/27

Statutory Authority Not applicable

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

None

Officer Purchasing of energy:
Colin Chick, Executive Director of Economy, Environment and Infrastructure         
Email: colin.chick@gloucestershire.gov.uk Tel: 01452 328 470
Steve Mawson, Executive Director of Corporate Resources                                   
Email: steve.mawson@gloucestershire.gov.uk Tel: 01452 425 557

Sale of electricity:
Colin Chick, Executive Director of Economy, Environment and 
Infrastructure 
Email: colin.chick@gloucestershire.gov.uk Tel: 01452 328 470

Timeline New contracts to be signed 12 months prior to existing contracts expiry on 
30th September 2023 to allow forward price fixing of energy that is bought 
for consumption by the Council and schools/academies and also electricity 
generated by the Gloucestershire Energy from Waste Facility.
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Background 

1. Gloucestershire County Council (the Council) is both an energy producer and an 
energy purchaser.  

Energy Purchasing
2. The Council’s gas and electricity are currently bought through West Mercia Energy 

(WME) a central purchasing body (CPB) owned by a consortium of local authorities, 
buying on behalf of other public bodies.  WME compliantly procure volume contracts for 
clients, using a variety of techniques to best manage market rates.  They also provide 
services that include billing validation and management of consumption data.

3. The current contract with WME provides good value for money to the Council and 
flexibility to forward buy (fix the prices of) electricity and gas (a year in advance).  This 
secures competitive pricing for the Council, schools and Academies.  The Council has 
procured a number of energy supply contracts using WME since October 2009.  The 
current contracts expire on 30th September 2023 and authority to procure new contracts 
is required in good time, to allow for advance buying at preferable rates, from autumn 
2022.

Volumes and forecasting
4. The Council spent c£6.7m per annum on gas and electricity (including for over 300 

schools, including Academies) in 2020/21, of that c£4.7m is on electricity alone; this 
amount is subject to market conditions and will vary depending on the weather 
conditions and property infrastructure.  Currently, due to the depletion in gas stores in 
the UK, delays in energy infrastructure and political events, it is forecast that in the 
short term gas prices may reach an all time high which could increase gas costs in the 
worst case by an estimated £566k in 2021/22. The view on the longer term energy 
prices is less clear and will be dependent on a number of factors, such as the severity 
of the coming winter, level of renewable energy generation as well as political events 
internationally impacting gas supply in particular.  

5. Whilst consumption has reduced over the last 3 years, expenditure has fluctuated and 
increased overall.  Table 1 shows energy use and expenditure 2018/19 to 2020/21.

6. Gas and electricity usage by the Council has been reducing due to portfolio 
rationalisation (property disposal and academy conversions), infrastructure 
improvements and partly due to the pandemic from March 2020. Highways Street 
furniture electric usage has decreased due to the LED lighting rollout across the county.  
Shire Hall has had 197 kWp Solar Photovoltaics installed during refurbishment which 
helps towards the complex annual usage. Electricity usage is likely to increase in the 
coming years with electric vehicle charging becoming more widespread and the need to 
decarbonise heating systems, meaning less gas will be used by the Council. In the 
short term COVID prevention measures may increase the requirement for ventilation 
throughout corporate and schools properties and therefore increase energy usage for 
heating. 
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Table 1: Gas and electricity consumption and expenditure (1 GWh = 1,000,000 kWh)
Gas Electricity

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
Highways  
Street 
Furniture

- - - £1.8m
(12.4 GWh)

£1.6m
(10.2 GWh)

£1.6m
(9.7 GWh)

Council 
premises & 
schools

£1.1m
(34.4GWh)

£1.15m
(35.3 GWh)

£1.5m
(36.1 GWh)

£2.8m
(20.1 GWh)

£3.0m
(19.9 GWh)

£2.4m
(16.6 GWh)

Academies £0.8m
30.9 GWh

£0.7m
25.9 GWh

£0.5m
21.8 GWh

£1.5m
13.3 GWh

£1.0m
10.04 GWh

£0.7m
6.7 GWh

Total £1.9m
(65.3 GWh)

£1.8m
(61.2 GWh)

£2.0m
(57.9 GWh)

£4.3m
(45.8 GWh)

£5.6m
(40.1 GWh)

£4.7m
(33.0 GWh)

Energy generation and sale
7. The Council is also an energy producer with electricity being generated by the 

Gloucestershire Energy from Waste Facility (the Facility) (it also has the potential for 
heat off-take in the future, should an appropriate user be found).

8. The Facility became fully operational in October 2019 and is a large energy producer 
within the Council’s portfolio.  Urbaser Balfour Beatty (UBB) (the contractor) guarantees 
to produce 116,000 MWh of electricity per annum over the life of the contract, with the 
Council bearing the associated price risk of this electricity.  As well as the income it 
provides, which is accounted for within the waste disposal budget, it also provides a 
hedge against future electricity price increases above the rate of inflation; i.e. if the 
price of electricity used by the Council rises, there will be a compensating rise in the 
Council’s electricity income.

9. Electricity is sold through a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA); this is a contract to sell 
electricity from a generator (in this case UBB on behalf of the Council) to a licensed 
buyer (the ‘off-taker’). The current PPA was procured for a 4 year term (a 2 year initial 
term with an option for a 2 year extension, which was approved at the Cabinet meeting 
held on 22nd July 2020) with the off-taker EDF Energy (EDFE). EDFE has offered a 
flexible approach to the sale of electricity which has allowed the Council to optimise its 
selling strategy.  

10. In 2020/21 the Council received an income of c.£5.2m for the sale of electricity. The 
income will vary annually based on seasonal prices and the volume of electricity that 
the Facility generates. 

11. Table 2 shows the electricity generated at the Gloucestershire Energy from Waste 
Facility. 
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Table 2: Monthly electricity generation

Electricity generated (MWh)
Month 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22
April  9285 12433
May  9311 9644
June  8658 11814
July  11929 11728
August  11561  11149
September  8654  6254
October 3091 6893  10437
November 10813 12013  
December 9110 10832  
January 12123 12044  
February 10947 11637  
March 9806 12384  

12. There may be some future opportunities for private wire sales (where a user receives 
the energy directly from the Facility, bypassing the National Grid); these could 
potentially give a greater income to the Council as the energy consumer avoids having 
to pay any Government surcharges and the benefit can be shared between the 
consumer and the Council. If such an opportunity were to emerge then it is likely to take 
a number of years to come to fruition. In the meantime, the Council has an ongoing 
requirement to sell the electricity generated at the Facility.

Strategy and Policy
13. The most appropriate and cost-effective routes for the Council’s energy purchase and 

sales has been considered in line with the following key objectives:
i. Compliance with legislation, policy and best practice;
ii. Ability to forward buy electricity to ensure stability of rates; 
iii. Value for money for the Council as a whole:

o Any financial benefits will be project based to ensure individual business cases 
remain whole; 

o Protect the Council and schools from volatility of the market as far as is 
practicable; and

o Ensure value for money for the Council as a purchaser; and
iv. Delivery of the Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy, including:

o For the Council to be Net Zero by 2030; and
o To buy only 100 per cent renewable electricity for the Council’s buildings, 

street lighting and council schools.
Buying strategy 

14. Government guidance and best practice advises that energy purchases should be 
made through a Public Buying Organisation (PBO) or equivalent (e.g. CPB).  Forward 
buying through a CPB, using its range of procurement options, allows an opportunity to 
secure better prices through advance commitments and collaborative purchasing with 
other public sector clients, and the potential to arrange fixed prices if they are 
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advantageous. It also allows the Council to vary its approach to the purchase of 
renewable electricity. Various procurement vehicles may include a reverse auction, 
Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) and frameworks, all of which would allow the 
Council to enter into various energy contracts depending on the Council’s appetite for 
risk on volume and price. 

15. Renewable electricity can currently be purchased in a number of forms, although this 
maybe subject to change. The Council can buy renewable electricity through various 
routes:

 Buying brown3 wholesale electricity and purchase separate Renewable 
Electricity Guarantee of Origin (REGO) certificates4 (the REGO is purchased 
independently to the brown energy purchased, so has no direct link)

 Buy renewable electricity with REGO certificates (unlinked, both from renewable 
sources but independent of each other)

 Buy renewable electricity with REGO certificates both from the same source 
(electricity and REGOs originate from the same renewable source/generator)

 Sleeving renewable electricity from a local source e.g. having an electricity 
supply contract with a local wind or solar farm

16. These options are dependent on the approach to procurement and contract form GCC 
accepts. 

17. The Council is adopting a more risk averse strategy with regards to volume and pricing 
risk to protect itself and the schools from volatility of the market. These risks can be 
minimised by using price capping mechanisms where available and by volume risk 
being taken by the supplier. In accordance with the Electricity Trading Protocol 
(approved by Cabinet July 2020), the Council is purchasing electricity for its corporate 
properties in parallel with its sale of electricity from the Facility; this effectively removes 
the price risk to the Council , where any increase in the cost of electricity purchased is 
offset by the increased selling price.

Selling strategy
18. There are two main pricing structures commonly employed within a standard PPA:

i. “Market Price” (also called “Floating price”): where the off-taker buys the electricity 
at a small discount to the spot wholesale market price, which can change as 
frequently as every hour.

ii. “Fixed price”: where the Council would seek to fix the price months or possibly up to 
a few years ahead, which gives price certainty and reduces the risk of daily volatile 
prices. 

19. There are a range of pricing strategies and mechanisms available which combine both 
floating and fixed price arrangements in differing proportions and risk profiles. 

20. Given that market prices are volatile and in order to manage volume risk effectively, the 
Council will look to procure a contract that best minimises these risks. This could be 
through a flexible approach; the Council can adopt a blended strategy of fixing prices in 

3 Brown electricity is commonly used to refer to non-renewable electricity.  
4 A REGO proves that a given share of energy was produced from renewable sources.
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advance for part of the electricity volume whilst leaving a buffer volume (i.e. a small 
volume) unfixed to manage any fluctuation in power generation from the Facility. It can 
also fix the price of all the electricity generated by the Facility and under this option the 
off-taker manages the volume risk. These approaches to trading were approved by 
Cabinet in July 2020. 

21. The Council will continue to investigate private wire opportunities as they arise.

Options
22. The following options have been considered:

Option 1: Do nothing
23. The present contracts with WME (for the purchase of gas and electricity) and EDFE (for 

the sale of electricity) both expire on 30th September 2023.  
24. Should the Council decide not to procure new contracts and instead extend the term of 

its current contracts:

 The Council and each school would be exposed to ‘out of contract’ unit rates, 
which would be subject to the volatility of the electricity market (which can be 
strongly influenced by global climatic and geo-political events).

 The Council would risk being in breach of Public Contract Regulations 2015 (PCR 
2015) as it will have effectively directly awarded a contract without competition 
should the arrangement with WME continue out of contract or the Council enter a 
contract with a new supplier.

 The Council has a contractual obligation to ensure a selling arrangement is in place 
for the Facility.  If an arrangement is not procured, the Council would be in breach of 
its contract with UBB and would not receive the income expected from the electricity 
generated by the Facility.

25. Therefore this is not a viable option.  The Council needs to ensure continuation of these 
services to deliver its front line services, achieve best value and to comply with 
procurement regulations.

Option 2: Combine buying and selling of electricity but procure gas separately
26. This option offers the potential benefit of the Council using the electricity it generates to 

supply to itself and other public sector organisations, but must outweigh the benefits of 
making separate buying and selling arrangements.  There are a number of variations 
on a theme in this area which have been explored with market experts and potential 
suppliers.   

27. The conclusions are that:
i. There is little or no benefit in combining the buying and selling of electricity into a 

single arrangement – there are no cost advantages to be gained and any flexibility 
will require additional contract terms that incur further costs and administrative 
complexity.

ii. The Council is not able to ‘self-supply’ from the Facility because it does not hold an 
electricity supply licence (and obtaining and maintaining one would be very 
burdensome).   The Council could use the services of a licenced electricity supplier 
to ‘sleeve’ electricity from the Facility to the Council but there would be negligible 
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savings compared to a normal supply from a licenced supplier. Electricity from the 
Facility is only approximately 50% renewable.  

iii. Therefore, based on the above, this option is not recommended, but this position 
should continue to be reviewed in the future.

Option 3: Separate buying and selling – procure electricity and gas using CPB and sell 
electricity via a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) – RECOMMENDED

28. Under this option the Council would procure a PPA to sell the electricity wholesale to a 
licenced electricity supplier5 at market price for an initial fixed term of 4 years, with the 
option to extend up to a further 3 years.  This is a contract of sufficient length to attract 
market interest, but allows the Council to closely monitor sales and adjust the selling 
strategy, if required.  It will also allow the Council to enter into private wire agreements 
as and when they materialise. 

29. Past experience and market information has indicated there are minimal financial 
benefits in combining gas and electricity purchasing through a single supply contract – 
hence it is recommended that each contract is procured separately and managed 
accordingly, to achieve optimum value for money. In addition, purchasing our energy 
via a CPB may provide greater protection from volume risk, depending on the risk 
appetite of the Council (the purchaser).

30. Any energy purchase will continue to be made through a CPB or equivalent – which is 
Government recommended best practice and allows for additional benefits of 
aggregation, bill validation services, demand management and financial rebates. 

31. As with Option 2, the Council will need to ensure that all contracts continue to be 
appropriately aligned and monitored, such that buying and selling strategies 
complement each other effectively and optimise opportunities for best pricing across 
both. This will be managed though the Electricity Project Group which offers assurance 
and challenge.

Risks 
32. Electricity cost – although the Council (and participating schools) is buffered by the 

purchasing power of a CPB, electricity pricing is subject to the volatility of the wholesale 
electricity market, pressures and fiscal measures which are passed on directly to the 
purchaser. In addition, schools opting not to sign up to the Council’s contract would 
increase the risk of the price rising further as the Council’s purchasing power is 
reduced.  The risk to the Council will be mitigated by monitoring of the contracts and 
ensuring volume and price risk is managed effectively for both schools and corporate 
properties. This then buffers the overall volatility of the energy markets.

33. Conflicting electricity buying and selling prices – because of the requirements of higher 
prices for selling and lower prices for buying, the Council co-ordinates price fixing 
decisions between electricity sales and purchases to ensure that the strategies are 
compatible and effective to avoid conflicting outcomes (e.g. buying high and selling 
low).

34. Volume risk – using the most appropriate products or combination of products available 
to manage this risk when buying and selling. 

5 The likely purchaser of the electricity will be a licenced electricity supplier (who will then resell, or 
“supply” it to end consumers).
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35. Skills – the energy market is a highly specialised field.  The complexity of the 
procurement options can create a risk if not managed by a competent person with the 
appropriate level of skills and expertise.  It is also time consuming due to the potential 
number of suppliers and types of contract available.  The Council will procure suitable 
advisory services to assist the management of its portfolio.

36. Adapting to new contract arrangements – bedding in any new contract can lead to 
disruption or change to normal service. The Council will work closely with the CPB to 
ensure proactive engagement with schools and all other users to minimise short term 
disruption. 

37. Private wire opportunity from the Gloucestershire Energy from Waste Facility - The 
potential electricity requirements of any private wire opportunity, although positive, 
could influence an off-taker’s decision to bid or could increase the premiums charged 
by an off-taker. The balance of attracting private wire, but also not upsetting the market 
can be managed through a contract break clause allowing both the Council and off-
taker to review prices and opportunities; but also allowing potential private wire 
proposals to be considered. 

Financial implications

38. The contract for the supply of electricity will be for a maximum of 7 years (a 4 year initial 
term with an option to extend for up to 3 years) with an estimated full life value of 
approximately £37.1m. Electricity contract values will ultimately depend on the market 
prices.

39. The contract for the supply of gas will be for a maximum of 7 years (a 4 year initial term 
with an option to extend for up to 3 years) with an estimated full life value of 
approximately £15.8m. Ultimately gas contract values will depend on the market prices.

40. The sale of electricity generated at the Facility by UBB on behalf of the Council will be 
at prices to be determined by the market. The contract will be for a maximum of 7 years 
(a 4 year initial term with an option to extend for up to 3 years). 

41. Any service charge for the future contracts will be incorporated within the annual cost of 
electricity and gas. GCC will procure the energy and then pass on the costs based on 
actual usage to non GCC premises and cover the cost of the energy for its own 
premises from the sale of Council generated electricity and from within the existing 
budgets. 

Climate change implications

42. In May 2019 all Gloucestershire councils declared a Climate Emergency and the 
Council included commitments to be a carbon neutral county by 2050 and a carbon 
neutral council by 2030, with at least an 80% reduction in carbon emissions. By 
September 2019 the Council switched to a green electricity tariff; standard grid 
electricity backed by REGOs. In December 2020 Cabinet brought the carbon neutral 
county target forward to 2045. In its Climate Change Strategy, the Council has 
committed to purchase 100% renewable electricity for its buildings, street lighting and 
council schools to help meet its climate targets.

43. The contract for the sale of electricity will not have a direct impact on climate change. 
Electricity generated from the Facility is considered eligible for the REGO scheme. As 
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the Council (via UBB) is now an electricity generator it can acquire REGOs. It is 
expected that a REGO will be issued by the electricity regulator, Ofgem, for every two 
MWh of electricity produced at the Facility. Compositionally, approximately 50% of 
residual waste is deemed to be renewable, therefore to be issued with one REGO 
certificate, the Facility needs to produce 2MWh of electricity.

Equality implications

Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed? No

44. In the development of this procurement approach ‘due regard’ has been given to the 
aims of the Public Sector Equality Duty under the Equalities Act 2010; it is concluded 
that the process of procuring electricity and gas for the Council estate and schools, and 
selling any generated electricity will have no significant equality implications for the 
‘protected characteristics’ given the nature of the services involved.

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications

45. There is no requirement to complete a DPIA for this scheme.

Social value implications

46. Social value will be considered as part of the procurement process and contractual 
obligations for purchasing and selling contracts.

Consultation feedback

47. Not applicable

Officer recommendations

48. Option 3 is recommended as the benefits of this option, detailed above, are such that in 
the current situation it provides the most cost effective solution for the Council.

Performance management/follow-up 

49. There will be regular monitoring of pricing and service delivery with new contract 
arrangements in line with the Council’s contract management processes.

50. Based on good practice, the Electricity Project Group (the internal working group who 
manage and monitor electricity trading) will continue to monitor the performance of the 
contracts and regular contract management meetings will continue to be held.
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REPORT TITLE: GLOUCESTERSHIRE CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY 2ND ANNUAL 
REPORT & ACTION PLAN 2022/23 – 2026/27

Cabinet Date 22 December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr David Gray, Environment and Planning

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To provide an annual update of progress with the Gloucestershire Climate 
Change Strategy and to seek approval of the action plan 2022-2027

Recommendations

That Cabinet:
 Notes the overall emissions for the county council and for 

Gloucestershire outlined in the report and in Annex 1;
 Notes the progress and planned key actions outlined in the report 

and in Annex 2, 3 and 4; and
 Approves the outline five year Action Plan (Annex 4), to be 

reported to Leadership Gloucestershire’s Countywide Climate 
Leadership Group.

Reasons for 
recommendations

When Cabinet endorsed the Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy in 
2019 it agreed that an outline action plan is developed for Cabinet approval 
each November, developed into a detailed plan in agreement with 
Leadership Gloucestershire for the following year by March, implemented 
from April.

Resource 
Implications

The resourcing of actions outlined in this report will be met in the near term 
from a combination of existing resources and/or with external grant funding 
as detailed in the report. 
Delivery of some actions including Community Grants, investment in greener 
vehicles and decarbonising heat use in council properties will be subject to 
the Medium Term Financial Strategy which forms part of the December 
Cabinet Paper under agenda item 5, and external grants including third party 
resources as detailed in the report.
Whilst core funding is now in place for a small team of staff and a £1m Action 
Plan evidence increasingly highlights the need for a significant scaling up of 
activity over the next five years if we are to meet our climate change targets 
therefore further funding bids will need to be secured either internally or from 
external grant sources in the forthcoming years. Should additional funding not 
be agreed in the council’s budget, or secured from third parties, then actions 
may need to be delayed or scaled down, savings made or funding used from 
elsewhere in the council’s overall budget.
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Background 
Documents

Cabinet (December 2020), Item 8: 'Leading the response to the Climate 
Emergency: Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy Annual Report & 
action plan, 2021/02 – 2026/27', Gloucestershire County Council

Statutory Authority Overarching statutory powers in relation to Education, Environment, 
Highways, Lead Local Flood, Public Health, Strategic Planning, Transport, 
Waste Disposal and section 1(1) of the Localism Act 2011.

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

All

Officer Name: Philip Williams, Lead Commissioner - Community Infrastructure, 
Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
Tel. no: 01452 328482
Email: philip.williams@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Timeline Ongoing
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Background 
1. Cabinet approved the council’s current Climate Change Strategy and action plan in 

December 2019 and committed to reporting annually on progress.  In December 2020, 
Cabinet approved the first annual progress report and 5-year action plan. This report 
considers the progress that has been made in the past year, what has gone well, what has 
been more difficult, and how we intend to take matters forward over the next year. Given 
the importance of everyone being able to make a contribution to tackling climate change it 
is our intention to review the format of our reporting in 2022 and for the third annual report 
to be in a more publicly accessible format.

2. Our Vision for Gloucestershire is that:
By 20451 we will create a carbon neutral county that provides quality of life now and for 
future generations, having improved the quality of our natural environment.  By 2030 we 
will have reduced our carbon emissions by 80%.

3. The key targets for Gloucestershire County Council are:
 to reduce our carbon emissions (buildings, street lighting, fleet, business travel) 

by 80% by 2030 on 2006/07; and 
 to aim for 100% (‘Net Zero’) by 2030 through carbon offsetting
These targets are deliverable directly by the council in respect of its own operations. 
We are on target, having achieved a 77% gross (83% net) reduction with 8 years to go.

4. The key target for the geographical area of Gloucestershire is for:
 Gloucestershire to be Net Zero by 2045, with a reduction in carbon emissions 

by 80% by 2030 on 2005.
This target cannot be achieved by any single organisation and will require extensive 
partnership working not only with districts, businesses and other organisations (Health, 
Police) but also everyone who lives, works and visits the county.

5. In March 2020 the Covid-19 Coronavirus pandemic took hold in England.  In response, 
councils had to stop and wind down service delivery in non-critical areas.  This has slowed 
progress in implementing the action plan.  The UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties 
(COP) 26 was hosted by the UK in Glasgow from 1-12 November this year, postponed from 
2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This was also an opportunity for us to highlight progress 
we are making in Gloucestershire, by councils, by businesses and by communities.

Carbon Emissions Performance
6. Gloucestershire, 2019

 UK emissions are published by government annually, by district, 2 years in arrears.  
These are illustrated in Annex 1.  This shows that Gloucestershire’s total emissions 
have reduced in line with both England and the South West, as have per capita (per 
resident) emissions and emissions by sector, suggesting reductions continue to be 
largely due to national and/or international factors.

1 Originally 2050. Cabinet brought this forward to 2045 on joining the UK:100 local authorities initiative.
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7. County Council emissions, 2020/21
 Good progress continues in reducing carbon emissions under the Council’s direct 

control, as shown in Annex 2.  Gross emissions to 2020/21 fell by 77% on the 
2006/07 baseline and look set to reach Net Zero ahead of target. Investment in 
renewable generation has enabled the Council to be a net generator of electricity.  

Action Plan Progress
8. Significant progress in delivering the Climate Change Strategy Action Plan is detailed in 

Annex 3. A few key successes are summarised below: 
9. Tree planting

 We have secured almost £600k of external funding this year and are on target to 
meet commitments under the Woodland Trust and Forestry Commission grants to 
plant over 41,000 trees this season.  Our Highways team has exceeded its target for 
replacing ash dieback on a 2 for 1 basis, planting over 10,000 trees this year and 
with a further 20,000 trees being planted this season.

10. School buildings
 We are investing £1 million to make new school buildings carbon neutral, such as 

the High School, Leckhampton in Cheltenham.
11. Staff recruitment

 We have appointed a Climate Change & Air Quality Officer and two Sustainability & 
Engagement Officers  for local engagement on climate change and waste 
management.  

 The recruitment of a dedicated Tree Project Officer is underway, to be appointed 
before the end of 2021 on an initial 2-year fixed term.

 Through these appointments we have more than doubled the Council’s capacity to 
develop, manage, support and track initiatives under the Strategy, and our ability to 
effect wider change.

What has proven more challenging
12. The impacts of the Covid-19 Pandemic have meant that some initiatives have not 

progressed as quickly as planned.  These are highlighted red in Annex 3.
13. The planned Action Fund allocation of £250k for Community Grants was not progressed 

following feedback that many groups and small businesses would be unable to develop 
funding bids during the pandemic. More recently Cabinet has agreed additional grant 
funding to help communities recover from the impacts of Covid.  We will review the need 
for climate change community grants over the next year and consider this as part of the 
Council’s 2023/24 budget setting process (Medium Term Finance Strategy – MTFS).

Proposed Priority Actions
14. Tackling climate change is a key theme and priority in our Council Strategy.  Proposed 

actions and timeline for delivery are shown in Annex 4. These include:
(1) Putting Climate Change at the heart of decision making

 Developing carbon emission reduction pathways for all the main sectors to reach 
Net Zero by 2045

 Transport decarbonisation 
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 Developing a Council-wide adaptation plan, linked to the Council’s Business 
Continuity Management process

 Developing and supporting the Youth Climate Panel
(2) Buildings – the Council, residents, businesses and partners 

 Incorporating appropriate carbon reduction and renewable energy generation 
measures into new and existing developments

(3) Transport – carbon busting options for all
 Rolling out electric vehicle (EV) onstreet charging infrastructure
 Switching the Council’s fleet over to ultralow emission alternatives
 Creating high quality public transport and cycle networks

(4) Power – helping everyone convert to green power
 Exploring scope for decarbonising heating including district heating opportunities

(5) Waste – reducing and dealing with
 Ongoing waste reduction campaigns

(6) Influencing others – getting everyone to do their bit
 Develop the Greener Gloucestershire campaign

 Grow the number of subscribers to our Climate Change newsletter

 Increase social media posts and reach
(7) Land use

 Putting strategic housing allocations in sustainable locations
 Delivering flood risk management schemes
 Million Trees Challenge
 Development of a Gloucestershire carbon offsetting scheme

(8) Campaigning
 Develop and implement with partners to encourage low carbon behaviours.

Options
15. Do nothing – the UK government is a signatory to international climate change 

agreements and there is a clear expectation that local government will play a key role in 
community leadership and delivery to help us reach net zero. Increasingly this is 
underpinned by regulations and supported by government funding. Having declared a 
Climate Emergency and committed to refresh the action plan annually doing nothing would 
be a change of policy that would attract considerable negative publicity for the council as 
the climate change challenge remains and the need for action is more pressing now than it 
was a year ago

16. Implement the proposed Action Plan (recommended) – doing the best we possibly can 
within the resources available to bring about the required changes, working with others to 
secure additional resources, delivering the strategy and an ongoing five-year rolling 
programme.
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Risks
17.  Some actions are dependent on securing grant funding.  Should these be unsuccessful, 

alternative funds and/or actions will need to be developed.
18. It can be seen from the emissions graphs that where the Council has direct control, 

progress is ahead or on target. However, ‘Local authorities are directly responsible for 
between 2 - 5% of their area’s emissions but have direct powers or influence over more 
than 30%.’  As such, the Gloucestershire Climate Change Strategy target of being Net 
Zero by 2050 with an 80% reduction by 2030 remains extremely challenging to achieve.  
Success will be dependent on effective partnership working, prioritisation, support from 
government and a step change in the scale of capacity and resources to deliver. 

19. To date this challenge has been recognised with the appointment of the Countywide 
Climate Coordinator and the first meeting of the Gloucestershire Climate Leadership group 
which agreed the need for strategic coordination across an initial set of priority themes.  
As the local transport authority and highway authority for Gloucestershire the County 
Council will lead on bringing together relevant partners in the sector to discuss Transport 
decarbonisation early in 2022.  

20. A recent public survey2 by the Local Government Association (LGA) found 40 per cent of 
residents trusted their council most to address the climate emergency, followed by the 
Government (28 per cent) and world leaders (15 per cent).

21. However, local authorities do not have the resources and powers to deliver this change, 
requiring action by the wider Gloucestershire community and by government to make the 
required changes and resources available.  The Council continues to seek to secure from 
government more powers and resources for councils to take action on climate change and 
nature restoration, and to build back better and greener from Covid-19.

Financial implications
22. The strategy is expected to have significant resource implications in the short, medium 

and long term.  The £1m Climate Change & Air Quality ‘Action Fund’ is being used to 
begin delivering against the objectives set out in the climate change strategy.  This will 
help us determine how much it will cost to do things differently, to then bid for resources to 
do so through the Council’s annual budget setting process and through applications to 
appropriate grant funding opportunities as they arise. Should additional funding not be 
agreed in the council’s budget, or secured from third parties, then actions may need to be 
delayed or scaled down, savings made or funding used from elsewhere in the council’s 
overall budget.

23. The council will continue to lobby government for appropriate resources to respond to the 
challenge of climate change, including through our membership of the LGA and UK100 
Countryside Climate Network.

2 The LGA polled 1,000 people as part of its latest Residents Satisfaction Polling.  It asked: Thinking 
specifically about the environment, who do you trust most to take action on climate change, such as on 
transport, housing and education, and make a difference in your local area?  403 (40 per cent) said their 
local council, 275 (28 per cent) said the Government, 151 (15 per cent) said world leaders, 154 (15 per 
cent) said none of above, 17 (2 per cent) said don’t know.
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Climate change implications
24. This report sets out positive progress and actions to reduce the council’s and 

Gloucestershire’s contribution to climate change and their vulnerability to its impacts.

Equality implications
25. Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed? No
26. In developing and taking forward actions under the Climate Change Strategy, officers 

across the Council have sought to pay due regard to the impact on protected groups.
27. There are no direct equalities implications arising from the recommendations of this report.  

However, climate change has the potential for significant negative implications for people’s 
health, wellbeing and safety; its impact is expected to be more negative for those on low 
incomes, vulnerable people especially the young and the elderly, and people with 
additional learning, physical and mental needs.  It follows that whilst delivering the strategy 
will therefore have an overall positive impact consideration needs to be given to ensure 
that the distributional impacts of policies and actions on disadvantaged groups (who may 
be more exposed to increased costs of heating, transport and housing) are carefully 
managed.  This highlights the importance of our engagement activity with communities 
and engaging across all demographic groups.

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications
28. A DPIA is not required for this decision.

Social value implications
29. The actions outlined in this report seek to maximise the social, economic and 

environmental benefits to the local area by reducing our collective contribution to climate 
change and improving our resilience to its impacts.

Consultation feedback
30. Environment Scrutiny Committee, at its meeting 29 November 2021, received a report in 

response to agenda item 4:
 Climate Change – To understand whether Gloucestershire is on track to meet its 

commitments and if the plans are ambitious enough to address the crisis at hand.
31. As part of this, the Countywide Climate Coordinator presented feedback on the first Climate 

Leadership group meeting and sought feedback from members of the Committee on:
i. Are there any key gaps in the initial themes?
ii. What areas should the County Council be involved in?

32. Scrutiny Committee members made the following points: 

 Members noted the good progress by the council in reducing its own 
corporate emissions which are on track to achieve its target of net zero by 
2030. Other councils could learn from us showing how and where we have 
made the reductions. Consider PAS2060 accreditation to demonstrate our 
carbon neutrality.

 Concern was raised about the trajectory for reducing emissions across the 
whole county, indicating a high risk of not achieving the Gloucestershire wide 
target of an 80% reduction by 2030. Members acknowledged that the council 
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has much less direct influence over this and that the scale of change may not 
be achievable without significant changes beyond the adoption of low carbon 
technologies, affecting the way we live, the way councils plan new 
developments and the resources allocated at every level of government.

 Interim targets need to be developed to help us reach our long term targets; 
reducing emissions from transport, which accounts for 32% of emissions, will 
be challenging for a rural county however rural communities can deliver  
carbon offsetting initiatives and support renewable energy generation.

 COP26 has highlighted the urgent need to act in the first half of this decade 
and the importance of managing the harmful impacts of climate change on 
biodiversity. The natural environment is one of Gloucestershire’s main assets 
and there are opportunities to work with our farmers to keep it this way.

Officer recommendations
33. That the updated action plan (Annex 3) is approved for implementation and reported to the 

Climate Leadership Group to inform the countywide approach.

Performance management/follow-up 
34. The Council will ensure delivery of the action plan by ongoing monitoring and reporting of 

progress that will provide the detail as to how we will continually measure and improve 
progress to achieving our objectives.

35. The action plan will continue to be developed for Cabinet approval each year and be 
considered by Leadership Gloucestershire’s Climate Leadership group, alongside other 
partners’ plans, to inform and reflect the countywide approach.  The format of our progress 
reports will be refreshed in 2022/23 to raise awareness of this important issue and the 
work of the council and its partners.    
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Emissions Comparison, 2005 – 2019 ANNEX 1

Figure 1 shows the overall emissions for Gloucestershire as a whole and for each of the 
districts, all of which follow a similar trajectory.  Cotswold having the highest emissions is likely 
to be a combination of its rurality, the availability of alternative transport modes and the 
proportion of older, solid-walled housing.  Conversely Cheltenham having the lowest 
emissions is likely to be a combination of it being urban and so more compact, the associated 
availability of alternative transport modes, and having less solid-walled housing.
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Figure 1: Total emissions, Gloucestershire and districts (source: BEIS)
Figure 2 compares Gloucestershire’s overall emissions with the South West, both showing a 
similar trajectory suggesting that reduction is a result of national/ international factors.
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Figure 2: Total emissions, Gloucestershire and the South West (source: BEIS)
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Emissions Comparison, 2005 – 2019 ANNEX 1

Figure 3 compares Gloucestershire’s overall emissions with England, again both showing a 
similar trajectory suggesting that reduction is a result of national/ international factors. 
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Figure 3: Total emissions, Gloucestershire and England (source: BEIS)
Figure 4 compares Gloucestershire’s per capita (resident) emissions with each of the districts, 
the South West and England.  These again all show a similar trajectory, suggesting that 
reduction is a result of national/ international factors.  Cotswold having the highest and 
Cheltenham the lowest per capita emissions will likely be for the same reasons as for Figure 1, 
together with Cheltenham having a higher population than Cotswold (estimated 2019 
population 116,300 and 89,900 respectively).  Gloucestershire 2019 per capita emissions fell 
by 2.1% on 2018 (from 4.7 to 4.6 kgCO2 per capita); this is as a result of a 0.6% increase in 
estimated population combined with the 2.4% decrease in total emissions.
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Figure 4: Per capita emissions for Gloucestershire, districts, South West and England
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Council Emissions Performance to 2020/21 ANNEX 2
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Actions Progress 2020/21 and 2021/22 to date ANNEX 3
Key: Green complete; Amber in progress; Red not yet underway

1. Putting Climate Change at the heart of decision making
Seek to agree with Leadership Gloucestershire and other partners how we will work together to bring 
about a co-ordinated approach and action plan in response to the climate emergency.
Countywide Climate Change Coordinator in post, hosted by Gloucester City.  Climate Leadership Group 
established to coordinate the countywide approach across all partners.  First meeting Nov 2021, partner 
organisations agreed to lead on themes, Council to lead Transport.
Establish a £1m ‘Action Fund’, in 2020/21 to develop and incentivise the adoption of low carbon 
initiatives and improved resilience to climate change.  
£1 million committed.  Further funding bids will need to be developed in 2022 to maintain momentum in 
future
£1m energy efficiency invest to save fund (‘Salix Fund’) extend to all Gloucestershire public sector 
organisations to reduce their corporate carbon footprints, committing at least £250k.
Complete, although projects have yet to come forward for funding.  
Gloucestershire Youth Climate Panel, ongoing commitment to work with to develop a plan to challenge 
and influence actions taken by individuals, communities, organisations and business.
The Gloucestershire Youth Climate Panel is currently being revived in the wake of the disruption 
experienced with the Pandemic.  A coordinator and new panel members are being recruited.
Recruit staff to develop/ monitor a five-year rolling action plan to ensure ongoing delivery of the Strategy.
Climate Change & Air Quality Officer and 2 Sustainability & Engagement Officers (1.5 FTE) now in post.  
Tree Project Officer recruitment in progress, expect to appoint in December.
Stress test public sector assets and services against climate change
Business Continuity Management plans are being updated; annual testing and evaluation to start 
Summer 2022, inc climate change scenarios.  Ongoing membership of Dept for Environment, Food & 
Rural Affairs' (Defra) Local Adaptation Advisory Panel; a conduit between councils/ government, inc best 
practice.  Council adaptation action plan to be developed in 2022/23.
Establish an Expert Advisory Panel and Climate Emergency Response Group
Governance arrangements and countywide stakeholder engagement now lies with the Climate 
Leadership Group; the Council will continue to support and seek agreement to address this.
Establish baseline carbon emissions for Gloucestershire
Transport – work is underway to develop the baseline and outline potential to deliver, by summer 2022; 
UK:100 bid submitted for engagement resource to support this in 2022.  The Western Gateway Sub-
National Transport Board is also looking into transport carbon reduction pathways.
Implement climate change impact assessments into the Council’s decision-making process
Cabinet reports are required to set out climate change implications of the proposed decision; the 
Sustainability Team advises authors on areas to consider.  The Strategic risk register includes climate 
change, with performance reported quarterly to the Corporate Leadership Team.

2. Buildings – the Council, residents, businesses and partners
Work with our partners to ensure that all new public buildings and residential and commercial 
developments support the move to zero carbon and improve resilience
The Council aims to reduce its carbon footprint when commissioning new buildings; 2 examples:
- Quayside, foundations from the old building were reused, meaning less construction waste, quarrying 
and lorry trips.  Environmental features include solar panels and electric vehicle (EV) charging points.
- Shire Hall solar panels and highly insulated cladding significantly reduce its carbon footprint and heating 
bills, meaning it will be self-sufficient for electricity over the summer months.
Work with our partners to aim for all new development sites to deliver high quality green infrastructure 
in line with the ‘Building with Nature’ (BWN) standards, developed by Glos Wildlife Trust.
'Manual for Gloucestershire Streets' updated in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework 
and government's Transport Decarbonisation Plan; and developed wildflower meadow specification and 
maintenance schedule for some of the new highway schemes.  Action plan to incorporate BWN, 2022/23
Look to be an early adopter of innovative commercial energy recovery technology
Work to secure this innovative approach had to be put on hold and will be revisited in 2022.
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Key: Green complete; Amber in progress; Red not yet underway

3. Transport – carbon busting options for all
Review the Local Transport Plan (LTP) in view of the climate change emergency and consult on the 
revised LTP in January 2020.  This will include policies for all transport modes.
Refreshed LTP adopted with a target of zero per capita transport carbon emissions by 2045.
Tender a contract to install over 200 new electric vehicle charging points by 2023, as part of a county-
wide Electric Vehicle (EV) Strategy.
Contract to install 1,000 onstreet charge points expected to be awarded Dec 2021.  Bid planned to 
government for funding towards eligible installations.  Phase 1, Gloucester and Cheltenham residential 
areas with little or no off-street parking, starts April 2022.  We continue to work with districts to coordinate 
our overall approach, with contract prices available to all public sector organisations in Gloucestershire.
Identify ways to reduce carbon emissions in our highways investment
 M5 Junction 10 Improvements Scheme – includes package of measures, in keeping with the local 

environment, to deliver biodiversity net gain, improve air quality and safety, and meet climate change 
requirements, applying a carbon reduction hierarchy of avoid/prevent, reduce and remediate.  The 
Arle Court Transport Hub development works to improve connectivity within, to and from the area by 
non-car modes, including 100 EV charging spaces.

 Cycling – £3m GCC funding secured and phase 1 of the B4063 Gloucester to Cheltenham Cycle 
Route is under construction; A key element of our £12.8m Levelling Up funding is to extend this 
through Gloucester city centre to the Docks and build segregated cycling provision within the 
Llanthony Road Gloucester SW Bypass scheme.  

 Thinktravel is an official consultee for all new travel plans across Residential, Commercial and 
Schools.  Use Dept for Transport’s ‘Modeshifts Stars’ to develop school travel plans with relevant 
and meaningful targets.

 Cycling infrastructure – A419 Highway Improvements, Stroud to M5 J13, with improved provision for 
pedestrians/ cyclists.  West Cheltenham Transport Improvement Scheme – UK Cyber Business Park 
includes walking/ cycling improvements from Arle Court to Benhall Roundabouts; and linking the A40 
and Cheltenham Station with the first section completed between the M5 and Arle Court.

Agree targets and funding for cleaner public and school transport services
Public transport strategy – Glos Bus Service Improvement Plan published, which will lead to Enhanced 
Partnership Agreement between the Council and operators with 3-year implementation programme
Expand Green Staff Travel Plan and develop Clean Fleet Replacement Plan
Green Staff Travel Plan – Thinktravel leading on the walking and cycling aspects; Liftshare working with 
staff teams, particularly on parking.  An analysis of travel patterns is planned as staff transition back to 
offices.  Two new staff e-bikes also available. 
Clean Fleet Replacement Plan – 2 EV pilots with frontline services; EV being procured for first; second 
pilot is ongoing.  A fleet review is underway, due to conclude in early 2022.

4. Power – helping everyone convert to green power
Buy only 100 per cent renewable electricity for our buildings, street lighting and council schools
Cabinet approval being sought to procure new energy consumption and selling contracts (Dec 2021), 
which includes for 100% renewable energy. Existing contract runs to Sep 2022.
Identify the potential for renewable energy generation on public sector land in Glos and set 2025 target
A bid to government’s Low Carbon Skills Fund was unsuccessful, which included to assess sites for 
renewable energy generation opportunities.  The Council has since funded the assessment of 12 council 
buildings and communal utility blocks across 4 Gypsy & Traveller sites for heat decarbonisation 
measures, to develop bids in 2022/23, when new funding is expected to be announced.
Investigate the feasibility of District Heating Networks, (Gloucestershire Royal Hospital; The Docks; 
Javelin Park), to deliver at least one by 2025
The bid to government’s Heat Network Delivery Unit had to be postponed due to the pandemic, which will 
be revisited in 2022/23, when new funding is expected to be announced.
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5. Waste – reducing and dealing with
Generate electricity from the Javelin Park Energy from Waste facility to power around 25,000 homes a 
year.
The facility continues to generate 50% renewable electricity, meaning the council continues to be a net 
generator of renewable energy.  For Council emissions reporting 2021/22 it is intended to include carbon 
emissions from the processing of Glos residual household waste arisings (Council 'Scope 3' emissions).
Joint Waste Partnership ongoing campaigns and initiatives
Quarterly campaigns, with Christmas, repair and recycle campaigns underway.  Real Nappies Project 
visits and packs distributed.  Community Composting talks and volunteers trained.

6. Influencing others – getting everyone to do their bit
Libraries Green Zones
Action Fund allocated for new stock focused on climate change and sustainability, and to run green 
events and drop-in Q&A sessions during COP26.  Staff Green Champions network promoting sustainable 
activities and events, including investigating ways to make corporate activities more sustainable.

7. Land use
Launch the Million Trees Challenge, working with Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust, The Woodland Trust, 
public and private landowners to plant a million additional trees across the county by 2030.
Grants secured from the Woodland Trust Emergency Tree Fund £300k; and Forestry Commission 
Treescape £282k; together with allocation from the council's Action Fund.  To fund tree planting and 
maintenance, coordination of land and partnerships, and Tree Project Officer post (recruitment underway)
Look into developing a Gloucestershire carbon offsetting scheme
Glos Nature & Climate Fund body established to direct funds from developers for Biodiversity Net Gain 
and donors wanting to offset their carbon emissions in the county, enabling nature recovery through 
carbon sequestration (removing and locking it away).  Project Manager appointed and Fund governance 
being put in place.  Biodiversity Off-site Scheme being developed first in line with the new Environment 
Act, delivering schemes by March 2023, with the carbon offsetting scheme close developed by then.  
£100k bid to Environment Agency planned to help progress these, for submission early 2022.

8. Campaigning
Launch a targeted communications (culture change) campaign
Greener Gloucestershire was launched with public sector partners in September 2021 in the run up to 
COP26. This launch gave us the opportunity to gather case studies, launch our newsletter and jointly 
share an array of positive messages in traditional and social media. 

In the run up to COP 26 62 social media posts were issued; the reach was 1.2 million unique individuals, 
with 306 likes, 141 shares/retweets and 570 clicks to further information. We also grew our newsletter 
subscribers to 1,477 with an average opening rate of 33%, well above the average opening rate of 27% 
for the government sector. The average click through rate of 6% is also higher than the national average 
of 3.9%. The launch of this newsletter helps to showcase the combined action against climate change 
from services across the council, as well as providing information to residents encouraging sustainable 
choices. 

Brand new climate change web pages were developed to create a ‘hub’ of easily digestible information, 
pulling together the achievements and ambitions from across the council as well as information for 
residents. ‘Greener Gloucestershire’ pages were also created to showcase joint working with partners 
and district councils. Together, these new pages have had 5,918 unique page views.   

Greener Gloucestershire is now the overarching campaign that links together all of the work we’re doing 
both corporately and in the community. 
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The campaign improves cross promotion of services work to fight climate change, including enhanced 
joint working with the waste and recycling team, resulting in greater influence and exposure for important 
messages. The next stage of this has been the ‘Greener Christmas’ waste campaign is running to 9 
January which not only incorporates waste reduction messages, but also informs people how to make 
sustainable choices during the festive season and beyond. Greener Christmas social media posts have 
already reached over 157,000 people.

Launch an awards programme for projects tackling climate change
We will explore with Climate Leadership Gloucestershire partners holding an awards ceremony to 
promote good practice in communities and businesses across the county. Given the importance of other 
elements of the Action Plan and significant resourcing implications this work is unlikely to take place until 
2023.  In the near term greater focus will be given to the Greener Gloucestershire campaign including the 
climate change newsletter, email subscription information updates via GovDelivery, social media posts 
and the Greener Gloucestershire web site.
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Proposed Actions 2021/22 to 2026/27 ANNEX 4

No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27

1. Putting Climate Change at the heart of decision making
1.1.1 Climate Leadership Group membership
- Seek agreement to securing independent expert advice and 
countywide stakeholder engagement

    

1.1.2 County to host 
‘transport workshop’ in early 
2022 to consider transport 
theme and decarbonisation

     

1.1.3 CN2030 Officers Group membership     

1.1 Countywide coordinated 
approach & action plan

 1.1.4 Review countywide 
approach

    

1.2.1 Allocate funds 1.2.3 Investment 2022/23 1.2.4 Investment 2023/24 1.2.5 Investment 2024/25   1.2 £1m Climate Change & 
Air Quality Action Fund 1.2.2 Investment 2021/22      

1.3 £1m energy efficiency 
invest to save ‘Salix Fund’ 

1.3.1 Projects development 
2021/22

1.3.2 Projects 2022/23 1.3.3 Projects 2023/24 1.3.4 Projects 2024/25 1.3.5 Projects 2025/26 1.3.6 Projects 
2026/27

1.4 Recruit staff 1.4.1 Tree Project Officer      
1.5 Pathways to Net Zero 1.5.1 Assessment of routes to Net Zero     

1.6.1 Catering contracts, school meals and Shire Hall tender 
and award

    

1.6.2 Youth Service Support contract tender and award     

1.6 Carbon reduction & 
reporting through 
contracts

1.6.3 Highways investigating methods to improve carbon 
reporting from associated works, inc through contracts

    

1.7.1 Update Business Continuity Management (BCM) plans     
 1.7.2 BCM testing and evaluation    
  1.7.3 BCM refresh and annual testing and evaluation 
 1.7.4 Develop Council-wide 

Adaptation action 
    

1.7 Stress test public sector 
services and assets for 
climate resilience

1.7.5 Council ongoing membership of the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs' (Defra) Local Adaptation Advisory Panel
1.8.1 Seek to progress through the Climate Leadership Group     1.8 ROBUST ‘circular 

economy’ project, with 
the University of 
Gloucestershire and EU 
partners

1.8.2 Catering contracts, school meals and Shire Hall - 
increase the use of fresh, seasonal and local products via a 
robust dynamic purchasing system.  The Service Provider to 
report progress annually. 

    

1.9.1 Recruit Panel 
Coordinator

1.9.3 Develop procurement 
to provide longer-term 
external support to further 
develop the role of the 
Panel and its members

    1.9 Gloucestershire Youth 
Climate Panel

1.9.2 Recruit Panel members      

2. Buildings – the Council, residents, businesses and partners
2.1 All new developments 

support the move to zero 
carbon and improve 
resilience 

 2.1.1 Develop action plan to 
incorporate Building With 
Nature in Council 
development work

    

2.2 New Primary School for 
Bishops Cleeve

2.2.1 The scheme is in the very early stages of design but sustainability will be at the core of the 
design
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No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27
2. Buildings – the Council, residents, businesses and partners (continued)

2.3 New Social, Emotional & 
Mental Health (SEMH) 
School, Brockworth

2.3.1 Upgrade roof, wall & wall Insulation, Hybrid air source 
heat pump (ASHP) & Gas, solar Photo Voltaic (PV) panels to 
achieve 100% betterment on current building regulations, 
subject to planning. Estimated cost £274k.

    

2.4 Replacement of Warden 
Hill Primary School

2.4.1 PV, ASHP, natural ventilation, energy efficiency improvements, external walls & roof areas will 
be considered as part of the design process to deliver a sustainable school in line with the Council’s 
pledge. Installation of ASHP, and 500m2 of PV will achieve 100% betterment of current building 
regulations. During the design further carbon reduction features will be looked at and will add 
further costs. Estimated cost £225k.

   

2.5 Belmont Special School
classroom extension

2.5.1 Fabric first approach to 
provide around a 30% 
improvement over current 
building regulations. Cost 
£15,000.

     

2.6 High School, 
Leckhampton (new 
secondary) 

2.6.1 718 photovoltaic (PV) panels on the roof to provide 
100% reduction in CO2 emissions, Air Source Heat Pump 
(ASHP), green wall – cost £600,000.

    

2.7 Wyatt House, Stroud 2.7.1 Tender to lease to a 
registered provider to 
remodel the current building 
into supported living.

2.7.2 Refurbishment, including for energy efficiency, heat decarbonisation and renewable energy generation opportunities  

2.8.1 Bid to government 
Public Sector Decarbonisation 
Scheme, Wave 4 (Council 
buildings) expected Spring 
2022.

     2.8 Decarbonisation of 
buildings

2.8.1 Bid to government Social 
Housing Decarbonisation Fund 
(Gypsy & Traveller sites) 
expected Spring 2022.

     

2.9 Heat Decarbonisation
Programme, subject to 
bid outcome

2.9.1 Heat decarbonisation
bid development

2.9.2 Heat decarbonisation plan Implementation   

2.10 Look to be an early 
adopter of innovative 
commercial energy 
recovery technology

2.10.1 This will be revisited in 
early 2022.

     

3. Transport – carbon busting options for all
3.1.1 Business case for 
switching to electric vehicles

3.1.3 Phase 1: proof of 
concept, Edge of Care team

    3.1 Council Fleet Review

3.1.2 Pool cars - agree 
procurement strategy and 
implement follow on service 
to replace existing contract.

     

3.2 Green fuels for non-EV 
vehicles

3.2.1 Investigate the use of 
alternative low carbon fuel 
sources for non-EV fleet
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Proposed Actions 2021/22 to 2026/27 ANNEX 4

No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27
3. Transport – carbon busting options for all (continued)

3.3.1 Procure, award and 
mobilise EV charger contract

     3.3 Electric Vehicle (EV) 
Strategy

 3.3.2 Install 1,000 on-street EV charging points   

3.4 Local Transport Plan 3.4.1 Develop the baseline and outline potential to deliver 
zero tonnes per capita from transport by 2045

    

3.5 Schools Streets 
Programme, multi-
partnership and 
countywide

3.5.1 Introduce and expand 
pilot schemes. Roll out 
‘Modeshift Stars’ travel 
planning trial with schools

3.5.2 Extend Modeshift 
Stars approach to other 
schools

    

3.6 Leckhampton, proposed 
new secondary school

3.6.1 Work with partners to alleviate congestion, improve air 
quality and promote active travel 

    

3.7.1 Research apps and work 
place initiatives inc partnering 
with Active Gloucestershire

3.7.2 Assess changing travel 
patterns on transition back 
to the workplace.  

    3.7 Health/travel place apps

 3.7.3 Offer travel advice, 
cycle training and Active 
Travel business grants

    

3.8 Community Infrastructure 
Levy for Active Travel

3.8.1 Investigate how this could be applied in 
Gloucestershire

    

3.9 School & Workplace 
Travel Champions

3.9.1 Aim to have a travel champion in schools and workplaces    

3.10 Expand Council Travel 
Plan

3.10.1 Develop staff survey to 
understand travel patterns as 
staff start return to office

     

3.11 30% modal shift by 2030 3.11.1 30% Modal Shift across all sustainable modes in 10 years
3.12 West Cheltenham 

Transport Improvement 
Scheme (WCTIS)

3.12.1 Phase 3 &4, £1.6m for cycling and walking, A40 
corridor Arle Ct to Cheltenham Station, inc areas of Benhall 
and St Marks wider cycle infrastructure improvements, 
together with 2 for 1 tree replacement.

    

3.13.1 Statutory public 
consultation 

3.13.2 Planning application (Development Consent Order)    3.13 M5 J10 Improvements 
Scheme

 3.13.3 Development works   
3.14 B4063 Cycle Route

Gloucester to 
Cheltenham

3.14.1 Completion of 7 miles of new cycle infrastructure between Gloucester Docks and Arle Court 
Cheltenham.

   

3.15 A435 Cycle Route 3.15.1 Route new designated cycle facility between the 
Honeybourne Line in Cheltenham and Bishops Cleeve along 
A435, subject to DfT funding approval. Route extents 
increased and to be designed in 2021/2022 and built in 
2022/23.

    

3.16 Arle Court Transport Hub 3.16.1 Provide opportunities to switch to more sustainable transport modes to central Cheltenham, railway station and hospital   
3.17 Public Transport Strategy 3.17.1 Enhanced Partnership 

Agreement (EPA), Council and 
bus operators

3.17.2 EPA implementation programme   

3. Transport – carbon busting options for all (continued)
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No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27
3.18 Public & school transport 3.18.1 Develop pathway for 

transitioning to lower 
emission public transport and 
contracted school transport

3.18.2 Emissions reduction programme, contracted public and schools transport services   

3.19 Air Quality Management 
Areas (Subject to funding)

3.19.1 Project implementation of £131k bid to government 
(subject to funding) – last mile e-cargo deliveries; air quality 
website; awareness campaign; roadside monitoring and signage; 
sustainable transport education/engagement officer

   

3.20 Air Quality Monitoring, 
Reporting & Actions

3.20.1 Investigate improved air quality monitoring 
techniques, equipment, coverage and reporting.

    

3.21 Develop pathways to zero 
tonnes per capita from 
transport by 2045

3.21.1 Develop the baseline and outline the potential 
required actions to deliver.

3.21.2 Develop detailed action plan 
using Department for Transport 
Transportation Decarbonisation 
Tool (in development).

   

4. Power – helping everyone convert to green power
4.1 Domestic rooftop PV 

scheme
4.1.1 Develop business case for domestic rooftop PV in fuel
poor areas

    

4.2 100% renewable 
electricity supply

4.2.1 Tender and award energy supply contract for Council 
and on-contract schools

    

4.3 Energy from Waste 
Facility – heat offtake

 4.3.1 Review potential for 
use of heat

    

4.4 District Heating  4.4.1 Develop funding bids 
for Gloucester sites

    

4.5 Fosse Cross HRC, 1MW PV 
array and battery storage

 4.5.1 Review financial case     

5. Waste – reducing and dealing with
5.1 Quarterly behaviour 

change campaigns  
5.1.1 Christmas, repair and 
recycle campaign

5.1.2 Quarterly Waste 
Campaigns planned with 
Joint Waste partnership 

    

5.2 Real Nappies Project 5.2.1 Visits  and packs 
distributed

     

5.3 Master Composters 
Project 

Community Composting 
volunteer training and talks

     

6. Influencing others – getting everyone to do their bit
6.1 Climate Change Award 

Scheme
6.1.1 Develop and promote, with annual awards     

6.2 Libraries Green Zones 6.2.1 New book stock focused on climate change and 
sustainability and programme of green events.  Staff Green 
Champions network promoting sustainable activities and 
events and investigating ways to make corporate activities 
more sustainable.

    

7. Land use
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No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27
7.1 Pitville Flood Risk

Management Scheme
 7.1.1 Improve drainage 

infrastructure, potential 
attenuation area and install 
Sustainable Draining 
features (SuDS).

     

7.2 Nailsworth Flood Risk
Management Scheme

 7.2.1 Installation of new and improved drainage network and 
flood storage in the upper catchment

    

7.3 Coleford Flood Risk
Management Scheme

7.3.1 Flood storage areas, 
SuDS and highway drainage 
improvements.

      

7.4 Stroud Rural Sustainable
Drainage Scheme (SuDS)

7.4.1 Various natural flood 
management interventions 
and monitoring / modelling 
£121k (Council £90k)

      

7.5.1 Establish Glos tree gains/ losses recording system      
7.5.2 Phase 2 delivery of Woodland Trust bid – get significant 
numbers of trees planted and lay the foundations for a 
longer-term relationship with landholders/tenants

     

7.5.3 Phase 3 delivery of Woodland Trust bid – scaling up the 
approach by securing land and significant funding for tree 
planting, woodland creation and ongoing maintenance and 
support

     

7.5 Gloucestershire Tree 
Strategy - increase tree 
canopy cover to 20% by 
2030

7.5.4 Severn Treescapes (was ‘Forest Without Frontiers’), Stage 1; linking Forest of Dean to Wyre Forest, Herefordshire & Worcestershire and Wye Valley, 
estimated 160,000 new trees.  Wildlife Trust bid to Defra ‘Call to action tree fund', to support linking 2 big blocks of ancient forest woodland through a 3-
counties woodland creation partnership (inc Glos County Council).

 

7.6.1 Recruit Tree Project 
Officer

7.6.2 Tree Project Officer in post, 2 years fixed     

 7.6.3 Develop proposals for extending Tree Officer Post     

7.6 Million Trees Challenge

7.6.4 Call for land for trees 7.6.5 Develop annual 
campaign linked to Greener 
Gloucestershire

7.6.6 Develop annual campaign 7.6.7 Develop annual 
campaign

7.6.8 Develop annual 
campaign

7.6.9 Develop annual 
campaign
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No. Action 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27
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7.7.1 £100k bid to Environment Agency Investment 
Readiness Fund for Biodiversity Off-site & Carbon Offsetting 
schemes.

     

7.7.2 Establish Biodiversity Off-site Scheme and start 
delivering offsetting.

7.7 Look into developing a 
Gloucestershire carbon 
offsetting scheme

7.7.3 Establish Carbon 
Offsetting Scheme and start 
delivering offsetting 

7.7.4 Deliver offsetting schemes

8. Campaigning
8.1.1 Further develop the Greener Gloucestershire communications strategy in collaboration with partners8.1 Communications strategy
8.1.2 Develop and implement internal staff engagement P
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REPORT TITLE: Accessibility Improvements to the Council Chamber 

Cabinet Date 22 December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr Lynden Stowe, Finance and Change

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To seek approval for the refurbishment of the Council Chamber, Shire Hall, to 
improve accessibility and energy efficiency.

Recommendations

That Cabinet 

1. Agrees to upgrade and refurbish the Council Chamber in Shire Hall 
in order to improve accessibility, to bring it into line with fire and 
other buildings related legislation and make it more energy efficient.

2. Delegates authority to the Assistant Director of Asset Management 
and Property Services in consultation with the Cabinet Member for 
Finance and Change:

a. to conduct a competitive procurement process under the 
council’s Major Partnering Framework in respect of a call-off 
contract for the supply of various new build and refurbishment 
works and services in relation to the Council Chamber.

b. to award such call-off contract to the preferred tenderer.
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Reasons for 
recommendations

The Council Chamber has remained largely unchanged since its last major 
refurbishment in the 1960s, hence it is no longer fit for purpose. Not only is 
it tired and dated but much of the equipment used is obsolete and 
irreparable; access for people who have a disability is inadequate; and 
there is a general lack of comfort for all users of the space. A small number 
of options have been considered as the work is largely essential to deliver 
the accessibility required of a modern council chamber.  The 
recommendations contained in this report ensure that works will be carried 
out in a timely manner, to ensure the chamber meets all statutory 
requirements, whilst also providing an opportunity to refurbish the chamber 
while such works are being carried out, thereby providing a cost-efficient 
means of addressing both objectives.

Resource 
Implications

The estimated value of this project is £987,192; works will be procured 
through the Council’s Major Framework.
Funding for the project is utilising existing capital programme budgets (see 
Finance Section below).
The project will be managed by the Asset Management & Property Services 
(AMPS) team. 

Background 
Documents

N/A

Statutory Authority

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

ALL

Officer Name:  Rob Barnes, Head of Property Delivery, AMPS
Tel. no: 01452 328804
Email: rob.barnes@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Timeline Framework allocation in January 2022, works to start February, completion 
in May/June 2022.
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Background 

1. The existing Council Chamber has the original seating, lighting, ventilation and 

heating from when it was last renovated in the 1960’s.  As a result, it requires 

modernisation for a range of reasons, including

 Access for people with disabilities, particularly wheelchair users is 

extremely poor, ins such that there are several points in the chamber which 

are inaccessible by wheelchair / disabled users. It would currently not 

compliant with the equalities act, if reassessed.

 The current seating layout makes fire evacuation difficult to manage.

 The poor ergonomics of the seating and desks are uncomfortable due to their 

age and the lack of adjustment.

 The fixed seating is in poor condition.

 Visitors’ seating is limited to the periphery of the chamber and there is a 

lack of flexibility with fixed seating and terracing.

 There is poor lighting, ventilation and heating.

 There is a lack of modern technology, infrastructure, and cabling.

 There is asbestos present throughout the chamber, which makes repairs, 

maintenance, and replacement of bespoke fittings difficult. 

 There are asbestos materials within the concrete slab and heating pipe work. 

Whilst this is perfectly safe whilst undisturbed, works on the heating systems 

and modifications to the concrete slab (floor) will require this asbestos to 

be removed by a licensed asbestos contractor.

 Improvements are required to the lighting and heating to improve efficiency 

and control

2. Shire Hall has undergone a major refurbishment programme over recent years, part 

of which was to make sure we meet our statutory requirements under the Equalities 

Act. The chamber forms part of this on-going refurbishment programme. The current 

works within the chamber has seen the external windows replaced with new thermal 

efficient and solar refection specification. Also, the window frames are made 

from 100% recycled aluminium.

3. As part of the project, we have investigated and have had conservational consent 

for the works from an independent expert. Who has confirmed that the chamber does 

not have any significant historical value. However, the front three chairs, the 
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embroidered chair and the desking with the embossed opening date will be retained 

within the new scheme.

Options 

4. The following options have been explored with a design architect:

Option 1 - £1,409,770

Includes all works listed:

 new electrical installation to provide power points to all seats

 upgrading of light fittings to LED

 improved natural ventilation, 

 heating improved

 entrance wall (rear) corner concrete steps and asbestos removed

 floor made good

 entrance wall (rear) low level timber panelling removed and replaced 

with plasterboard

 new glazed entrance with existing acoustic panelling to remain above

 main front wall with timber & acoustic panelling to remain as existing

 existing desks & benches refurbished with new seating pads & arm rests

 new carpets

 new electrically operated blinds

 new lift lobby within Chamber

 Chairman’s room reconfigured & refurbished

 existing platform lift outside chamber removed & replaced with new 

glazed platform lift

 28 new stackable chairs to rear & sides.

 existing redundant mechanical plant & asbestos in ceiling void removed, 

 new mechanical ventilation system installed in ceiling void & plant 

room, 

 chamber mechanically & naturally ventilated, 

 existing plant room modified & ceiling walkways added, 

 existing ceiling removed & replaced with new acoustic ceiling 

incorporating Barrisol light feature, (barrisol is a canvased lighting 

feature)

 front, rear & lift lobby wall finishes upgraded to acoustic timber 

panelling.

Option 2 - £987,192 
Option 2 is the recommended option which maximises flexibility whilst retaining the 
character of the council chamber; addressing essential improvement works; improves 
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accessibility significantly; improves energy efficiency and minimises additional costs, 
including:

 New electrical installation, light fitting replaced with new LED 

fitting, 

 natural ventilation – increase to number of openable windows, 

 heating improved, 

 entrance wall (rear) corner concrete steps and asbestos removed, 

 floor made good, 

 entrance wall (rear) low level timber panelling removed and replaced 

with acoustic timber cladding 

 glazed entrance with new acoustic timber cladding above 

 main front wall timber panelling removed and replaced with acoustic 

timber cladding, 

 new lift lobby within chamber, 

 Chairman’s room reconfigured & refurbished, 

 existing platform lift outside chamber removed & replaced with new 

glazed platform lift, 

 concrete & asbestos to front corner platforms removed with new floor, 

 tiering & glass balustrade design to improve efficiency/versatility of 

space, 

 front desk/benches & seating removed, 

 stairs & walls behind central chairman’s chairs removed to further 

increase space for efficiency/versatility, 

 new floor tiers to accommodate new furniture layout & improve 

efficiency/versatility of space, 

 new carpets, 

 28 new stackable chairs to rear & sides

 18 new stackable seats to either side of central chairman’s chairs

 existing curved desk/benches & seating replaced with new.

Option 2 has been selected as it meets all our statutory needs and 

accessibility requirements, however we do not need to spend additional monies 

for barrisol lighting or air handling as we can meet all of this with natural 

ventilation not increasing energy consumption.

Visuals of the front wall view, back wall view and axonometric view of the 

proposed works are shown in appendix 1.

Risks 

5. There is a risk of failure of any one of a number of components given existing 

bespoke fittings being worn out, poor lighting, poor ventilation, and poor 

heating and heating controls. 

By replacing existing components with off the shelf standard items, this will 

remove the risk of them failing due to their age.

The lack of accessibility and general disabled access means that the space is at 

risk of no longer meeting all statutory requirements
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6. There is a risk that cost exceeds budget due to materials availability and 

escalating material costs. Early engagement with principal contractor and the 

supply chain will mitigate the risk and make sure the project is kept within 

budget.

7. A risk that the project overruns causing disruption and cost of continuing to 

hold meetings remotely. Early engagement with the supply chain and working with 

the principal contractor will reduce the risk and keep the project in line with 

the programme.  

Financial implications

8. The budget is estimated at £987,192 of which £500k is forecast to be spent in 

financial year 2021/22 and £487,192 in 2022/23.

9. In order to fund the scheme, it is proposed that £987,192 is set aside for the 

refurbishment of the chamber from within the existing area-based review budget in 

Asset Management & Property Services (AMPS) capital budgets. The scheme is to be 

profiled £500k 2021/22 and £487,192k in 2022/23. The area-based review will not 

be needed as plans are being revised after the impact of Covid 19 and return to 

the office

Climate change implications

10.Introduction of new light, heating and ventilation will help with energy 

reduction as well the installation of PV panels will help reduce energy 

consumption.

Early appointment of contractor will illuminate the risk of engage with supply 

with chain this will mitigate materials delays.

Option 2 makes use of natural ventilation through cross flow. Will present 

minimum energy consumption as it makes best use of natural conditions and thus 

lower carbon emissions. The extract fans electrical duty will be offset by the 

PV. LED lighting will also reduce CO2 impact. Heating will make use of the 

existing CT heating loop with new radiant panels for maximum efficiency, zoning 

introduced to best control heat delivery to the space.

We endeavour to find alternative use for old seating and look into recycling all 

materials in line with the Waste Regulations 2011.

 
Equality implications

11.Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed?  Yes

12.Contractors/suppliers will be required to demonstrate they comply with the 

Equalities Act 2010.

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications
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13.A DPIA is not required for this decision

Social value implications

14.As part of the Major Partnering Framework, contractors are required to supply 

their social value policy (Jobs, growth, social, environment), as part of the 

tendering process.

Consultation feedback

15.Consultation has taken place with Group Leaders.  

Officer recommendations  

16.The recommended option is 2, £987,192 for the proposed refurbishment, the option 

fully complies with the Equality Act 2010 and fire regulations.  We have a duty 

of care to make reasonable adjustments for disabled people and will provide a new 

lift lobby, movable seating and an improved fire evacuation procedure.

17.This option will achieve statutory compliance and legislative requirements whilst 

taking advantage of updating the chamber whilst other works commence, providing 

cost efficiency to meet the basic needs as well as an overall refurbishment.

Performance management/follow-up 

18.As part of the major framework, performance is monitored throughout monthly 

progress meetings.
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Front Wall View

* Screens, Wi-fi & Crest supplied by GCC
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REPORT TITLE: Supplier Early Payment Programme

Cabinet Date 22nd December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr Lynden Stowe, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Finance and 
Change

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To get Cabinet approval to appoint Oxygen Finance to implement and 
manage a Supplier Early Payment programme.

Recommendations

That Cabinet:
 

 Approves, without further competition, the award of a call-off contract 
to the supplier known as Oxygen Finance Ltd for the supply of Early 
Payment Services under the NEPO 521 Framework Agreement 
(established in May 2020 by South Tyneside Council on behalf of 
NEPO (North East Procurement Organisation)) in accordance with the 
contract award criteria thereunder. The proposed call-off contract shall 
continue for a period of 5 years. 

Reasons for 
recommendations

To implement a programme which allows suppliers to benefit from the cash 
flow advantages of early payment and in return the Council benefits from an 
early payment discount. 
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Resource 
Implications

The initial fee of £30,000 would be funded from an existing budget within 
Corporate Resources. Oxygen Finance would then provide dedicated project 
management resource to implement the Early Payment Programme. (NEPO 
have created an Implementation Guide that is attached to this report).

Any discounts generated from suppliers by this programme would then be 
split 60:40 whereby the Council will receive 60% of the discounts generated 
and Oxygen receive 40%. 

Oxygen have advised that they have interfaced with SAP at several other 
local authorities and typical costs elsewhere have been in the region of 
£10,000 - £20,000. This will be funded from an existing budget within 
Corporate Resources.

There is also a minimum monthly service charge of £5,000 from six months of 
signing. This monthly service charge would only apply where Oxygen’s share 
of discounts in the month is below that level – it is not anticipated that this will 
happen. 

From an initial review of our transparency information on payments to 
suppliers Oxygen Finance believe that, based on a total spend of £500m, it is 
estimated that up to £2.5m of savings could be achieved for Gloucestershire 
County Council over a 5-year term based on a 60:40 split of savings. The 
value of any savings will depend on the take up of this scheme – supplier 
participation in the scheme is discretionary so savings are difficult to estimate 
accurately.

The effort required during the 4 to 6 month implementation phase is 
estimated to be equivalent to approximately 1 FTE – this will be met from 
existing resources within Corporate Resources.

Background 
Documents

None

Statutory Authority

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

Countywide

Officer Name:  Paul Blacker, Director of Finance
Tel. no: 01452 328999
Email: paul.blacker@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Timeline  Approval is sought from Cabinet in December 2021 to proceed with the 
implementation of the Early Payment Programme.

 If approved, the Council will directly call off from the NEPO framework.
 The implementation plan will then be agreed and developed and typically 

this will be completed over a 4 to 6-month period.
 It is proposed therefore, that the target date for the Programme to be fully 

operational is the end of June 2022.
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Background 

1. Gloucestershire County Council has set out its ambitious plan in the ‘Looking to the 
Future’ strategy to achieve sustainable economic growth. 

2. The implementation of a Supplier Early Payment Programme will assist with this 
objective by allowing suppliers to benefit from the cash flow advantages of early 
payment. This has the potential to inject significant amounts of liquidity into the local 
economy with additional revenue savings being generated by the Council which can 
be channelled into frontline services for the benefit of local residents.

What is an Early Payment Programme?

3. An Early Payment Programme will enable our external suppliers, who choose to 
participate, to be paid earlier than their contracted payments terms, in exchange for 
an early payment discount.

4. The Early Payment Programme works on the following principles:
 Existing supplier payment terms can be replaced with incentivised, accelerated 

payment terms.
 The acceleration is the difference between the contracted payment term and 

revised payment terms agreed under this programme.
 Participating suppliers are paid early, typically between 10 and 20 days from the 

invoice receipt date in exchange for an early payment discount.
 The early payment discount is calculated on each individual invoice and the 

discount is determined by actual early payment performance,
 Suppliers are not required to sign-up or participate in the programme as it is 

entirely voluntary, and they will not be disadvantaged in any way by not signing 
up as their existing contract will remain in place and will continue to operate.

 To support the local economy, small & micro local businesses will be paid ahead 
of contracted payment terms without charge. A ‘FreePay’ solution will be 
introduced, allowing eligible small & micro businesses in Gloucestershire to 
receive payment of invoices earlier than contracted terms, without any early 
payment discount applied. The criteria for FreePay eligibility will be determined 
by the Council during implementation but will be based on the Companies House 
definition of small businesses.

Why Oxygen Finance

5. Following an open OJEU tender process, NEPO awarded a single-supplier Regional 
Framework for the Implementation and Operation of an Early Payment Programme 
to Oxygen Finance Ltd (reference NEPO521). This framework is available to any 
local authority to call off and the procurement was led by South Tyneside Council on 
behalf of NEPO.

6. Oxygen Finance Ltd are a clear market leader with a significant local authority client 
base and a unique service offering. Approximately 50 other councils are already 
using their services, including several large Counties such as Cumbria, 
Warwickshire, Lancashire & Essex. They also have private sector and NHS clients. 
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Why is the proposal being put forward?

7. A Supplier Early Payment Programme in Gloucestershire is expected to yield a 
number of benefits to engaged suppliers, to the Council and to the wider economy.

8. Benefits for suppliers / local economy include:
 Improved liquidity and better cash flow certainty.
 Local small & micro businesses will be able to benefit from ‘FreePay’ at no cost.
 Fully automated solution to reduce time and administrative effort.

9. Benefits for the Council include:
 Contributes toward social value goals by improving cash flow for local 

businesses and enabling investment in the local economy.
 Support with supply chain stability as the economy recovers from the Covid 

pandemic.
 More efficient and effective Purchase to Pay (P2P) processes.
 Encouragement for suppliers to help drive best practice (e.g. eInvoicing) and 

compliance (e.g. no PO/ no pay policy).
 Improved management information regarding payment performance.
 Risk mitigation against late payment and adherence to Government legislation 

and directives.
 Over the medium term the programme will generate a net return (after 

implementation costs) that can be reinvested into the delivery of front-line 
services.

Options

10.Do Nothing – suppliers will continue to be paid in accordance with contractual 
payment terms and would not be given the opportunity to benefit from the improved 
cash flow available from opting into this scheme. The Council would not achieve the 
financial savings as a result of supplier discounts.

11. Introduce a similar scheme without the input of an external firm – the Council 
does not have the necessary skills, resources or experience to introduce such a 
programme without external assistance. Evidence from other Councils is that 
partnering with an external provider significantly increases the quality of the 
programme, maximises the savings that can be achieved and improves the speed of 
implementation.

12.Use another firm to partner with – the Council have been unable to identify any 
other supplier who has the knowledge and breadth of relevant experience that 
Oxygen can provide when implementing an Early Payment Programme.

13.The officer recommendation is to appoint Oxygen Finance Limited using the NEPO 
521 Early Payment Services Framework. This is a single supplier framework that is 
available to all Local Authorities in the UK.
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What changes to existing practices will be required?

14.To build a successful Early Payment programme, key success criteria have been 
identified and the Council would be contractually obliged to ensure certain practices 
are followed. Some of these may require a change to existing practices. The main 
principles include:
 The Programme should be offered to the widest possible population of suppliers.
 To ensure that the programme treats all suppliers consistently, all new contracts 

should be agreed on a 30-day payment term (the Council’s current standard 
terms) and suppliers seeking accelerated payment should only be given the 
opportunity if they participate in the early payment programme.

 Early payment provisions will need to be embedded into all future tenders across 
the agreed categories.

 To adopt a policy of no early payment, or similar, negotiations with suppliers will 
be undertaken by contract managers outside of this programme.

 Payment terms in the finance system for existing and new contracts will need to 
be a standard 30-day term in line with relevant legislation (unless for genuine 
reasons the contract term for specifically identified contracts have to be shorter 
than the standard term).

 Daily payment runs are maintained.
 Invoice due date will be calculated from the date an invoice is received into the 

centralised invoice receipt point. This aligns with current legislation and prompt 
payment reporting requirements.

 In line with the social value commitment, the Council will need to agree which 
suppliers are eligible for the ‘FreePay’ solution. (Definition being businesses with 
turnover below £5.6m / less than 50 employees, whose primary business base is 
within the geographical boundaries of Gloucestershire).

Implementation and Programme Management

15.Oxygen has guidance and templates for all project deliverables and the activities are 
split across four different workstreams. Each of the four workstreams require a lead 
from the Council and this typically involves representation from the following areas:
 Procurement / Category Management
 Accounts Payable
 Technology / Finance Systems
 Communications

16.The programme then moves into the service management phase, where Oxygen 
Finance continue to support the running of programme for the contract term.

17. It is envisaged that the Programme would be implemented and managed through 
the established Procurement Transformation Board and would be governed by a 
steering group with representatives from both the Council & Oxygen Finance with 
regular meetings continue throughout the life of the contract to ensure continuous 
growth and improvement. Oxygen Finance will continue to offer support throughout 
the life of the contract to ensure continuous growth and improvement.
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Financial Implications

18.Under the terms of the NEPO Framework, there are two gainshare arrangements 
that can be adopted with Oxygen Finance Ltd:
 50:50, whereby the discounts generated from suppliers are split on an equal 

basis between the Council & Oxygen – No upfront costs are payable.
 60:40, whereby the Council will receive 60% of the discounts generated and 

Oxygen receive 40% - A one off contribution of £50,000 is payable up front. 
(*Note – Oxygen have already been deployed by the Council to provide some 
process improvement support at a cost of £20,000 and it has been agreed that 
this will be deducted from the aforementioned £50,000 contribution).

19.The recommendation therefore is to opt for the 60:40 gainshare agreement.

20.There is also a minimum monthly service charge of £5,000 from six months of 
signing. This monthly service charge would only apply where Oxygen’s share of 
discounts in the month is below that level.

21.The Council also need to consider any additional development / integration costs 
associated with interfacing to our financial system, SAP. Oxygen have advised that 
they have interfaced with SAP at several other local authorities and typical costs 
elsewhere have been in the region of £10,000 - £20,000.

22.Based on experience at Councils elsewhere Oxygen believe that a significant 
number of Gloucestershire suppliers will sign up to this Early Payment Programmes 
and that several of our existing suppliers have already signed up to this programme 
at other Councils. 

23.From a review of our transparency information on payments to suppliers Oxygen 
Finance believe that, based on a total spend of £500 million, it is estimated that up 
to £500k per annum of bottom-line savings could be achieved for Gloucestershire 
County Council over a 5-year term of the proposed contract.

24.To ensure maximum take up there will need to be a Communication Strategy 
designed to promote the programme amongst the Council’s existing supplier base 
outlining the detail of the scheme and encouraging participation – which is optional.

Risks

25.The programme requires input from both Oxygen and GCC employees so there is a 
risk that insufficient resources will be made available during the implementation 
phase which will impact of the quality and timeliness of the solution. This risk will be 
mitigated by the steering group that will develop and monitor a detailed 
implementation plan – this group will consist of Oxygen and GCC representatives. 

26.Once implemented the scheme will be optional so the main risk is lack of take up 
which will result in a lower level of savings or the Council being charged £5k per 
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month.  This risk can be mitigated by having an effective communication strategy to 
promote take up of the scheme.

Climate change implications

27.None

Equality implications

28.None

29.Has an Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) been completed? No

Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) implications

30.None

Social value implications

31.By giving suppliers the opportunity to improve their cash flow this programme can 
contribute to the development and post-COVID recovery of the local and national 
economy.

32.A ‘FreePay’ solution will be introduced, allowing eligible small & micro businesses in 
Gloucestershire to receive payment of invoices earlier than contracted terms, 
without any early payment discount applied.

Consultation feedback

33.Suppliers will not be compelled to sign up to this programme so no consultation has 
taken place.
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REPORT TITLE: Financial Monitoring Report 2021/22

Cabinet Date 22nd December 2021

Cabinet Member Cllr Lynden Stowe, Cabinet Member for Finance and Change 

Key Decision Yes

Purpose of Report To provide an update on the year-end forecast for the 2021/22 County 
Council’s Revenue and Capital Budgets

Recommendations

That the Cabinet:

1. Notes the forecast revenue year end position based on October 2021 
(Period 7) forecasts for the 2021/22 financial year is an overspend of 
£2.076 million all of which relates to non Covid-19 expenditure, as we are 
forecasting a balanced position in relation to Covid-19 expenditure and 
income.  

2. Notes delivery of the £5.668 million of savings against a target of £6.761 
million in 2021/22 or 83.83% of target. 

3. Notes the forecast capital year end position as at the end of September 
2021 of £152.768 million against the current budget of £153.180 million.

4. Approves the £987,192 million virement within the AMPS capital 
programme outlined in Section C 

5. Approves the £4.054 million increase to the capital programme - made up 
of £3.7m for Gloucester City Centre Cycle Spine, £37.8k for Lydney 
Highway Strategy, £1.5k for Easington Bus Shelter, £300k for Treescape 
project and £15k for GFRS Light Vehicles (see Section C).  

6. Notes the £9.242 million increase to the capital programme – made up of 
£9.122m Levelling Up grant funding towards the Gloucester SW Bypass, 
Llanthony Road scheme and £120k to purchase a second-hand aerial 
ladder platform (ALP) funded from capital receipts (see Section C).

Reasons for 
recommendations To ensure that Councillors and the public are made aware of the Council’s 

current financial position.
Resource 
Implications

These are detailed within the report
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Background 
Documents

MTFS Report to 12th February 2021 County Council and Financial Monitoring 
Report to Cabinet 21st July 2021, 22nd September 2021 & 10th November 
2021 

Statutory Authority

Divisional 
Councillor(s)

County Wide

Officer Paul Blacker, Director of Finance (01452) 328999 
paul.blacker@gloucestershire.gov.uk
Jayne Fuller, Corporate Finance Manager (01452) 328926

jayne.fuller@gloucestershire.gov.uk
Timeline Not applicable
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Revenue Expenditure 2021/22

A. Revenue Forecast Outturn Position 2021/22

1. The current forecast of the year end revenue position against the revenue budget of 
£483.008 million, based on forecasts in October 2021 (Period 7) is an overspend of 
£2.076 million after utilising grants for Covid-19 expenditure. 

2. The largest non-Covid-19 variance is the £8.302 million forecast overspend in 
Children and Families – this overspend is partially offset by the £6.420 million 
underspend in Technical & Countywide. 

3. The Council’s forecast cost in regard to the Covid-19 pandemic (excluding 
expenditure funded from specific grants) is estimated to be £22.472 million in 2021/22 
which is funded by £11.526 million 2021/22 Covid-19 Emergency Grant and carry 
forward from 2020/21 of £10.946 million emergency grant. A balanced position is 
therefore forecast for Covid-19 related activity.   

4. In addition to the £22.472 million of general Covid-19 grant funding detailed above, 
the Council has also received specific Covid-19 related grant funding. The specific 
grant allocations for 2021/22 total £24.071 million with an additional £17.197 million 
carried forward from 2020/21. Details are in the table below;-
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Covid Grant analysis

Forecast 
spend 
21/22        
£m

Carry 
forward 
for 22/23     

£m

Received 
for 21/22 

£m

Brought 
forward 

21/22     
£m

Other Covid -19 related grant £m £m £m

Infection Control Grant  7.620 7.620

Department for health and Social Care-Rapid Testing 4.605 4.605

Test & Trace 0.926 -0.500 1.426

Covid-19 Bus Service Support Grant 0.180 0.180

H2ST DFE grant 0.576 0.237 0.339

DHSC -Contain Outbreak Management fund 10.849 -5.463 2.974 13.337
Department for Work & Pensions -  Covid Winter Grant 
Scheme 0.524 0.524
Department for Work & Pensions -  Covid Local Support 
Grant 1.419 1.419
MHCLG Clinically Extremely Vulnerable (CEV) people
Tranches 1-4 .  1.435 0.205 1.230

Community Testing 0.656 0.247 0.409

Holiday & Activities Fund 20/21 1.547 1.391 0.156

DWP - Household Support Grant 3.692 3.692 0.000

DWP Local Support grant 0.355 0.355 0.000

Practical support payment 1-5 0.921 0.800 0.121

Other Covid -19 related grant 35.305 -5.963 24.071 17.197

5. The following additional grant allocations have been confirmed since the previous 
Cabinet Report

 Department for Health & Social Care Community Testing £238k
 Department for Work & Pensions Household Support Grant £3.692 million
 Department for Health & Social Care Practical Support payments £292k
 Department for Health & Social Care Infection Control £3.287 million
 Department for Health & Social Care Rapid Testing £1.574 million

6. The assumption in this report is that relevant expenditure will be limited to the value 
of these specific grants – any underspend will either need to be returned or carried 
forward to be spent in accordance with the grant conditions in future years.
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7. An analysis of the current forecast position is provided in the table and narrative 
below. 

Variance

Revised 
2021/22 
Budget

%
Forecast 

excluding 
Covid-19

£000 £000 £000 % £000 £000

Adults 155,958 158,976 3,018 1.94% 3,018 0 

Prevention & Wellbeing 35,576 35,426 -150 -0.42% 9 -159 

Children & Families 126,524 143,852 17,328 13.70% 9,026 8,302 

Economy, Environment & Infrastructure 76,276 79,685 3,409 4.47% 3,409 0 

Community Safety 20,002 20,091 89 0.44% 89 0 

Corporate Resources 35,511 42,748 7,237 20.38% 6,884 353 

Total for Services 449,847 480,778 30,931 6.88% 22,435 8,496 

Technical & Countywide 33,161 26,778 -6,383 -19.25% 37 -6,420 

Total 483,008 507,556 24,548 5.08% 22,472 2,076 

Additional Funding Covid-19 
including carry forward to be 
allocated

22,472 0 -22,472 -22,472 

Revised Total 505,480 507,556 2,076 0.43% 0 2,076 

Covid-19 
Forecast

Service Area

Forecast 
Outturn 
Position

Forecast 
Outturn 

Variance
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Adult Social Care 

8. Adult Social Care is reporting an underlying overspend of £3.018 million which 
includes £3.018 million for the COVID-19 costs.  Excluding the COVID-19 costs Adult 
Social Care are therefore reporting a balanced position. 

9. Adult Social Care reserves currently stand at £8.457million. The reserves continue to 
be held as Vulnerable Adults Reserve at £5.430 million, with £3.027million carry 
forwards from 2020/21 anticipated to be used in 2021/22 due to delays caused by 
COVID-19 in 2020/21.

10.There continues to be a number of significant risks that are ongoing which mainly 
relate to COVID-19, S117 backdated payments, responding to winter pressures as 
well as the Adult Single Programme (ASP).

11.The forecast cost of the COVID-19 response for 2021/22 within Adults is made up of:
 £1.315 million of additional support to care providers
 £0.065 million additional workforce spend
 £0.030 million on PPE
 £0.065 million additional demand
 £0.105 million miscellaneous spend across a range of budgets
 £1.174 million ASP savings at risk
 £0.264 million Historical saving delayed by COVID 19

£3.018 million funded by General COVID-19 Grant

 £12.225 million of Infection Control Fund and Rapid Testing Grant.  

12.LD External Care is projecting a £2.489 million underspend. The £2.489 million relates 
to £984k of underlying underspends and a further £1.505 million of MTFS funding 
which is not expected to be used during 2021/22 because of delays relating to COVID-
19, this funding will be needed next financial year.

13.Older People (OP) and Physical Disabilities (PD) is reporting an £4.047 million 
overspend.  The overspend is split across individual service budgets with OP showing 
as £2.442 million and PD £1.605 million.  The current overspend relates mainly to the 
brought forward underlying financial position, voids relating to homes run by a major 
provider, increased cover for bad debts and additional winter pressures.

14.The Mental Health position of a £1.599 million overspend as calculated by the 
Gloucestershire Health and Care NHST Finance Team. A long-term plan is being 
developed with Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Trust to address the underlying 
overspend.
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15.Other Services comprise of all staffing budgets for Adult Social Care, as well as a 
number of specific commissioned contracts. The position for these services nets to a 
£1.765 million underspend, including significant variances of:

 £870k significant overspend in Reablement in respect of unachieved ASP 
2021/22 savings.

 £2.635 million of significant underspends: £599k Care Act due to delayed 
projects/recruitment; £1.012 million OP/PD Integrated Social Care 
Management (ISCM) largely due to vacancies; £505k LD Assessment, 
Support Planning & Management mainly due to vacancies; and £519k other 
minor variances. 

Prevention and Wellbeing 

16.Services within this area include Public Health, Supporting People and a number of 
smaller budgets covering the prevention hub team and grants. In total Prevention 
Services are £150k under-spent but this includes £9k of Covid-19 general 
expenditure. 

17. In total Covid-19 grants either carried forward or allocated in year to the Council total 
£19.45 million. The funding will be targeted at continuing the containment and 
management of the outbreak through testing and tracing, supporting vulnerable 
groups and communities. Following a discussion with supporting people providers no 
funding for supplier relief is required from the general COVID grant.

18.The underlying non-Covid-19 position for Prevention and Well Being is a £1.025 
million under-spend. Public Health services are funded by a ring-fenced grant, which 
if unspent is required to be carried forward in a specific reserve. The Public Health 
(PH) position, excluding Covid-19 expenditure, is forecast to be £866k under-spent 
and this will be transferred to the PH reserve at year end. Therefore the forecast non-
Covid-19 underspend net of the transfer to the PH Reserve is £159k relating to 
prevention hub activities and supporting people contracts.

19.The in-year forecast for Public Health is an under-spend of £866k due to lower take-
up for health checks as fewer people are currently accessing the service, dispensing 
costs for substance misuse and the cost of staff involved with the COVID response 
being charged to grants instead of the Public Health grant.

20.The Government’s scheme, Operation Warm Welcome, will support the resettlement 
of people from Afghanistan and to provide further support. The estimated cost of £74k 
will be funded from Corporate Resources budgets.
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Children & Families

21.The current forecast for the year end revenue position as at October 2021 for non-
DSG funded services is an over-spend of £17.328 million (13.69% of budget). 
Included within these figures is the forecast additional cost of the impact of Covid-19 
on budgets which totals £9.026 million giving an underlying over-spend of £8.302 
million. The significant over-spend continues to be against the external placements 
budget due to increasing numbers of children in care partly linked to the pandemic 
but also the number and cost of placements. Social care staffing and disability 
services are also over-spending. 

22.Additional forecast expenditure for the impact of Covid-19 covers three key areas 
which are external placement costs including the additional cost of accommodation 
for care leavers, cost of social care staff and support to vulnerable pupils. A significant 
part of this forecast includes the continuing impact on social care and education 
services even though lockdown measures have eased. Covid-19 grants totalling £8.3 
million are forecast to be spent including the Winter Grant, Local Support Grant, 
Holiday Activities Fund and Household Support Fund. 

23.Activity levels within social care continue to cause significant budgetary pressures on 
children’s services and in particular against external placements resulting in the over-
spend. At the end of September 2021 children in care numbers were 831 compared 
to 754 at the end of April 2020. Gloucestershire’s number and rate of children in care 
is above statistical neighbours, but remains below the England average.

24.The current forecast over-spend against the external placement budget is £13.192 
million (42.4% above budget) and includes a contingency of £2.4 million for new cases 
in-year to allow for additional placements to replace existing care commitments or for 
higher number of placements due to increased activity. The forecast also includes the 
current and future impact of Covid-19 on placement numbers which totals £7.062 
million resulting in an underlying over-spend of £6.13 million. The underlying over-
spend is due to the number of residential, fostering and supported living placements 
and also the cost of complex residential placements. The current forecast average 
unit cost of a placement is £114,500 per annum, (residential/supported living average 
unit cost of £186,700) and of the net variance, £4.7 million relates to activity and £1.4 
million to price. There are currently 447 external placements, of which 115 are 
residential and 122 supported living placements. 

25.To address this positon the strategy is to bring the child in care population more in 
line with statistical neighbours over the coming years.  This will involve a range of 
measures, aimed to impact on both numbers and associated costs, including  
 further developing our edge of care offer to support children at home and to 

prevent their escalation and entry into care;
 increasing the number and proportion of children placed with in-house foster care;
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 continuing to develop our own placement provision with providers to exert a 
greater influence on the market and control costs;

 continuing to develop our permanence planning to reduce drift and delay and 
ensure children can leave our care in a timely manner by achieving permanence 
or reunification as appropriate.

26.Against safeguarding staffing budgets there is a forecast over-spend of £1.32 million 
(6.9% above budget) with an underlying position net of COVID of £1.023 million. 
Effective management of the workforce, improved processes for recruitment, more 
effective advertising and the support and training provided by the social work 
academy should address the current cost pressure. Turnover of staff is rising and has 
been between 16.5% and 20.6% over the last six months and at the end of September 
there were 100 agency workers in post. 

27.Home to School transport is reported as £502k overspent and is due to the number 
and cost of the transport for SEN pupils, increased cost of procuring new routes and 
the number of solo journeys required. The reduction in the over-spend in the month 
is due to the cancelling of creditor estimates for the 2020/21 year end which are no 
longer required. 

28.Services for children with disabilities are forecasting to over-spend by £875k due to 
s.76 contracts with Health that previously have not been forecast.

29. In-house fostering and adoption services are under-spent by £578k due to activity at 
the start of the year being below budgeted assumptions. 

Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) position

30.Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) funded services are forecast to be over-spent by 
£18.54 million in 2021/22, which includes the deficit carry forward of £13.67 million 
and the current year deficit budget for High Needs of £4.093 million including 
adjustments between Local Authorities. The deficit budget in 2021/22 results from 
setting realistic budgets within high needs services considering growth trends and 
existing activity demands on special school and independent provision and top up 
budgets. High needs top-up budgets for colleges, primary and secondary schools are 
forecasting a £1.4 million overspend due to increased demand.

31.The budget pressures that Gloucestershire is facing reflect the national picture with 
significant deficits in DSG high needs being held in many Local Authorities. The 
implementation of the High Needs Strategy will be essential to ensure the budget is 
balanced in future years and a spending review of services is in progress with a 
financial recovery plan being reviewed and developed alongside this review. 

Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
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32.Economy, Environment and Infrastructure are currently forecasting an overspend 
position of £3.409 million (4.5% of the budget).  This is all down to the impact of Covid-
19 related costs or loss of income as set out in the paragraphs below.

33.Loss of income is forecasted to be £1.811 million which is split between £209k from 
Registrations and Libraries, £1.541 million from parking related income and £61k from 
other income.

34.Covid-19 costs are forecasted to be £1.598 million made up of £680k for the 
Economic Recovery Strategy, £25k for PPE and social distancing related spend, 
£340k for additional Covid related expenses against Highways and £185k of other 
spend across the directorate on a range of issues. Included within the £1.598 million 
of Covid 19 costs are £368k of unachievable income targets which have not been 
achieved – these relate to £244k parking, £75k Libraries and Registrations £49k. 

35.The Integrated Transport Unit has been allocated £160k of revenue funding as the 
Local Transport Authority for Bus Recovery Grant from the Department of Transport 
which will be distributed to bus operators within the year to help maintain service 
levels across their networks.

36.GCC has been successful in their application to the Department of Transport for 
£231k of revenue funding in regard to the Cycling and Walking Capability Fund. The 
money will be spent over a number of projects around behaviour change to promote 
increased levels of physical activity through walking and cycling for everyday 
journeys.  As part of this funding allocation we will review our existing and emerging 
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) to ensure they comply with 
new national cycle guidance.

Community Safety Directorate

37.The Community Safety Directorate is forecasting an overspend of £89k (0.44% of 
budget). Estimated costs attributed to Covid-19 amount to £89k so excluding these, 
a balanced position is forecast. This position assumes that a £15k vehicle insurance 
settlement received will be approved as a revenue contribution to capital, required to 
fund future capital vehicle purchases.

Corporate Resources

38.Corporate Resources are forecasting an overspend of £7.237 million (20.38% of the 
budget). Included within these figures is the forecast additional cost of the impact of 
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COVID-19 on budgets which totals £6.884 million giving an underlying overspend of 
£353k.

39.The additional forecast expenditure of £6.884 million for the impact of Covid-19 
incudes £131k in the Asset Management & Property Services budgets, £75k against 
Occupational Health, £85k Information Management Service, £41K in Policy & 
Performance, £699k Legal costs and 180k in the Directorate budget, together with a 
contingency allocation of £5.678 million which is available to support known Covid-19 
related commitments in 2022/23.

Technical and Countywide

40.The forecast outturn position for Technical and Countywide budgets is a £6.383 
million underspend, included within these figures is a £37k additional cost of the 
impact of Covid-19. The main areas of variance are highlighted in the paragraphs 
below.

41.Positive interest rate credits on cash balances are forecast to produce a £1.044 million 
under spend during the year. This is lower than previous years as a result of lower 
interest rates introduced to mitigate the economic impact of Covid-19. 

42.The 2021/22 budget includes a savings contingency. This was approved by Council 
to reflect the high-risk nature of some of the savings programmes in demand led areas 
in 2021/22. £1.229 million is being used to support the overall budget position for 
2021/22. 

43.The 2021/22 budget includes a Pay & Price provision to fund unexpected price 
increases during the financial year, £1.200 million is being released to support the 
overall budget position for 2021/22. 

44.There is a forecast underspend on the corporate Insurance budget totalling £425k 
based on trend analysis of insurance premiums.

45.An underspend of £1.635 million within the Capital Financing Budget is now forecast 
following reductions in projected capital financing costs due to slippage on approved 
capital schemes.

46.Other County Council Contingencies are currently reporting underspends within the 
LGPS Employers Contributions Contingency £659k, and the ICT Contingency £191k. 

B. Delivery of Savings Programme
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47.  At the end of Quarter 2, £5.668 million savings are forecast to have been delivered 
against a target of £6.761 million. This represents 83.83% of the annual target 
achieved.

48.  A total of £1.093 million is forecast to be at risk of being delivered by the end of 
2021/22, which would represent 16.17% of the annual target. The most significant 
elements at risk being £870k reablement savings and £160k income target across 
Economy, Environment & Infrastructure.

C. Capital Expenditure 

Current Spend 2021/22
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49.The current capital budget for 2021/22 is £153.180 million. Actual spend against the 
capital programme as at the end of September 2021 (period 6) is £48.732 million.

Budget and Forecast Outturn Position 2021/22

50.The forecast outturn position for 2021/22 is £152.923 million, against the budget of 
£153.180 million, giving a forecast in-year slippage of £257k.

Service Area

Reprofiled
Budget
2021/22

Current
Year

Spend
2021/22

% Current
Year

Spend
Against

Reprofiled
Budget

Forecast
Outturn
2021/22

Forecast
Year-end
Variance

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Capital Receipts Works Before Sale 0 0 0 0 0
Adults 9,017 1,468 16 9,022 5
Childrens Services

Schools 40,927 17,017 42 40,993 66
Non-Schools 468 13 3 519 51

Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
Highways 63,913 23,874 37 64,427 514
Strategic Infrastructure 4,809 183 4 4,809 0
Waste Disposal 608 10 2 417 -191
Libraries 411 60 15 411 0

Community Safety
Fire and Rescue Service 616 385 63 771 155
Trading Standards 39 0 0 39 0

Corporate Services
AMPS 10,221 5,232 51 10,269 48
ICT Projects 8,340 236 3 8,090 -250
Business Service Centre 227 82 36 227 0
Archives & Information Management 113 19 17 113 0
Digital Innovation (Customer) 971 153 16 316 -655
Investing In Self Funded Income Schemes 12,500 0 0 12,500 0

Total 153,180 48,732 32 152,923 -257

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 2021/22
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Economy, Environment and Infrastructure Capital Programme 2021/22

Highways

51.The Highway Capital Programme is forecasting an in year overspend of £514k against 
the realigned 2021/22 budget. Funding is already in the overall approved capital 
programme but is currently profiled to be spent in future years so there is no impact 
on long term capital programme. £264k relates to additional schemes within the 
Carriageway Resurfacing Programme and a further £250k has been allocated to carry 
out emergency replacement of a failed set of traffic signals and a crossing. 
 

Corporate Services Capital Programme 2021/22

ICT

52.The ICT Capital Programme is forecasting slippage of £250k against the current 
budget.  This relates to the Children & Families ICT Systems Rationalisation now 
being push out to 2022/23 & 2023/24.

Digital Innovation (Customer)

53.The Digital Innovation (Customer) Capital Programme is forecasting slippage of 
£655k against the current budget, this relates to the Business Analytics procurement 
being delayed.

Other Services Capital Programmes

54.All other services are forecast to spend within £250k of the current budgets.

Changes to the Capital Programme in 2021/22 and future years

Highways

55. It is proposed that Cabinet notes an increase of £9.122 million in the Highways capital 
budget as summarised below:

 £9.122 million Department for Levelling up, Housing and Communities 
(DLUHC) Levelling Up Fund grant towards the Gloucester SW Bypass, 
Llanthony Road scheme.

56. It is proposed that Cabinet approves an increase of £3.739 million in the Highways 
capital budget as summarised below:

 £37.8k developer contribution towards the Lydney Highway Strategy scheme.
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 £1.5k parish contribution towards the Easington Bus Shelter project.  
 £3.700 million DLUHC Levelling Up Fund grant towards the new Gloucester 

City Centre - Cycle Spine scheme

Community Infrastructure 

57. It is proposed that Cabinet approves a £300k increase to the Treescape project capital 
programme. This is funding from the Woodland Trust Emergency Tree Fund. 
Additional information about the project is included within the Climate Change 
Strategy annual review and action plan’ which is elsewhere on this agenda.

Fire and Rescue Service 

58. It is proposed that Cabinet notes a £120k increase to the GFRS capital programme 
which is made up: 
 An additional £120k to purchase a second-hand aerial ladder platform (ALP) 

funded from capital receipts. The current ALP needs immediate replacement and 
a suitable vehicle has been identified at a cost of £155k – the remaining £35k will 
be funded from uncommitted funding in the approved capital programme. This is 
a short-term solution pending the planned purchase of a new ALP in 2023 – it is 
anticipated the second-hand ALP will have a resale value of c120K in 2023.  

59. It is proposed that Cabinet approves a £15k increase to the GFRS capital programme 
which is made up: 
 An additional £15k for the Light Fleet Vehicle scheme to purchase a replacement 

van funded by a revenue contribution from the insurance settlement.

Asset Management & Property Services (AMPS)

60. It is proposed that Cabinet approves a £987k virement to the new Council Chamber 
Refurbishment scheme funded from the Area Based Review capital budget. A full 
report on this scheme is included elsewhere on this agenda.

Overall

61.As a result of the above changes, the overall capital programme will increase by 
£13.296 million. 
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